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Pity the poor programmer who still has to use clumsy stone-age techniques in CICS! Every time he wants to sort, he has to rely on VSAM alternate indices or other makeshift techniques. As a result, sorts in CICS have become merciless people-eaters, devouring computer resources and programmer time. Our new CICSORT changes all that. You get sorted screens in real time—when you need them. You get sorted results 30%-50% faster than pre-historic sorting techniques. Once you’ve seen CICSORT in action, you’ll wonder how you ever survived without it through all these eons. Give us a call at (201) 343-8900 for a free demonstration. Stop being devoured by Tyranasortus Rex.
While reader response to my question, “Mainframe Conference — Is The Time Right?” (posed in the March 1989 issue) was overwhelmingly affirmative, several readers had thoughts on the subject worth pondering. One reader (and a contributing writer in this issue), Jim Johnson, Director of Hallmark Cards’ Data Center, sent several observations I would like to share with you.

“From my perspective, a general or combined conference has less chance of succeeding than a focused conference. Each specialty (database, quality, help desk, capacity management, network, etc.) has a loyal following with individuals justifying one or two trips per year based on business interest.

Analyzing the potential audience:
Top MIS personnel prefer direct vendor contact, existing conferences (Nolan Norton, Index, Diebold, Gartner) and relating with peers.
Middle DP management attend GUIDE, SHARE and specialty groups such as Productivity for Systems Development by ACR.
Technical DP personnel focus on SHARE or Computer Measurement Group (CMG) seminars.
Many conferences have organizational support. Examples include Systems Management, CMG, AFCOM, DPMA, etc. The conference proposed has no organizational support.”

As evidenced from the strong response we received about the Mainframe Conference, it is clearly apparent that there is a strong need for more information and education among DP professionals. It is further apparent that many DP professionals are not aware of the various user groups, trade associations, organizations, conferences and seminars that already exist. For example, GUIDE International is one of the largest associations for users of IBM mainframes. However, following publication of the article titled, “GUIDE: One User’s Perspective,” by Pete Clark (MAINFRAME JOURNAL, January 1989), we were surprised by the numerous responses from readers not at all familiar with GUIDE who were seeking more information.

Since the mission of MAINFRAME JOURNAL is to inform and educate DP professionals using IBM mainframe (and compatible) systems, we are going to make a concerted effort to inform you about many of the relevant organizations, trade associations, user groups, conferences and seminars. In fact, we will be attending and promoting several of the conferences starting with National CASEcon (New York, June 20-22) and the inaugural conferences for both the International DB2 Users Group (Chicago, August 6-9) and the Disaster Recovery Symposium (Atlanta, September 11-13).

Is the time right for a Mainframe Conference — maybe not. Before the decision is made to proceed with plans, I think we should first explore the possibility that there already exist ample education and training resources that are unknown to many in our readership. Stay tuned; you will be informed!
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Dyslexia and DP Professionals

I enjoyed the article on dyslexia ("How Dyslexia May Affect Data Processing Professionals") by Ted C. Keller, March 1989) and would encourage the human side of technology to show forth more often.

W. B. Ratcliff
Gulfstream Aerospace
Savannah, GA

The article on dyslexia was especially enlightening. Data processing is more than hardware or software; it is people.

Robert E. Jones
Southern Pacific
San Francisco, CA

Your article on dyslexia was wonderful. I was nine years old when it was determined that I, too, was dyslexic. In reading your article, I found many of the problems Mr. Keller had in himself. While dyslexia is not curable, with work it can be overcome. My congratulations to MAINFRAME JOURNAL for producing a magazine that not only gives good, quality data processing articles, but also is bold enough not to limit itself exclusively to the computer.

Neil Benchell
Computer Associates
McLean, VA

I applaud your article on dyslexia. Working with computers for the last six years has helped my self-image 100 percent. More articles about this subject are necessary to help employers who have dyslexic employees and to give those of us who have dyslexia more confidence in our work environment.

Timothy Hearley
City of Albany
Albany, NY

COBOL Efficiency and Programming Dinosaurs

My husband and I enjoyed the article by Harvey Bookman on COBOL efficiency in the February 1989 issue very much. It was enormously refreshing to find that someone, besides us, believes that efficient code is a desirable objective.

Thanks for the tip on APPLY WRITE-ONLY. I don't believe I have ever seen it used. I knew about the odd number of digits in COMP-3 fields because I have, from time to time, looked at full PMAP to see what silliness COBOL was guilty of. In fact, I reduced run time for one program by 40 percent by changing a whole gang of S9(6) to S9(7) after I saw the arm-waving caused by the attempt to deal with the high-order nibble.

One other great timesaver is as follows: if you are doing random reads in an ISAM file, check to see if you already have the record you want before you issue the READ. ISAM is dumb as a post and will meekly trot off and go through his whole bag of tricks when he has already got the record you need. That simple change reduced a four-hour run time to two hours on a file as small as 40,000 records. I don't know if VSAM has the same problem but I will set up a test one of these days to find out.

My husband and I are both programming dinosaurs. He has been at it for 25 years and I for 27. We have both been informed, on multiple occasions, particularly when we were pointing out that some of the structured techniques resulted in egregious code, that efficiency is not an issue and that we are hopelessly backward and out-of-date. Doesn't anybody out there realize that the hardware vendors have a genuine vested interest in promoting inefficient software? Why on earth would any of them espouse techniques which will let you run in 65K when state-of-the-art ideas will require at least a megabyte?

Margaret C. DeVault
Dallas, TX

Critical Dataset Identifier (CDI)

Having been in data processing for seven years, I find the articles in MAINFRAME JOURNAL interesting and the technical advice useful. In 1988, our corporation conducted three tests at a disaster recovery site. During our planning sessions, we made major changes to the data restoration part of our disaster recovery plan. What follows is a brief summary of what is known to us as the Critical Dataset Identifier (CDI).

We developed and designed the CDI process to address the concept of data restoration at a disaster recovery processing site. Initially, our thoughts were to restore full-volume backups from the weekend followed by daily incremental backups to bring us forward to the point of the recovery. Unfortunately, this approach assumes that a matching configuration (single, dual and tri-density DASD) is installed at the recovery site. This not only proved to be a poor assumption, but also the data restoration process would take many hours to complete. With assistance from an outside consulting firm, we have developed, designed and implemented a process which identifies datasets essential for the recovery of our batch application systems. Using our DASD management system, we execute separate backups of these files on a daily basis. Critical tape datasets are verified against the tape vaulting list to ensure movement to an off-site vault.

In addition to substantially reducing the time required to restore files, this process also satisfies an outstanding audit requirement. This requirement is to ensure that if an application flow was changed, a file was renamed or a new application implemented, the proper recovery file is identified and entered in the appropriate table for movement off-site. In the past, we were at the mercy of an application programmer to supply the correct information to the responsible party and then pray that, once in production, nothing ever changed. Our process, CDI, which executes daily in our environment, generates an exception report identifying critical datasets which are not found in the Critical Master File table.

We have been successful in using this process to restore our critical files at an alternate processing site during our third recovery test of 1988. If you wish, I would like to share with your readers the detailed process and experiences we have encountered.

Patrick S. Dolan
National Liberty Corp.
Valley Forge, PA

Editor's Note: We have taken Mr. Dolan up on his offer to provide a more detailed explanation of his experiences in a future article: look for it in our September issue which will focus on Disaster Recovery Planning.

Correction

CA-SPOOLMAN, a spool management facility that operates in the VM environment, is a Computer Associates product. It was incorrectly referred to as being from Compiler Associates on page 90 of the July/August 1988 issue.
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VM Software, Inc. Expands Focus and Becomes Systems Center, Inc.

Even though VM software products continue to be its roots and expertise, VM Software, Inc. has shed its VM moniker in favor of Systems Center, Inc. By adding such non-VM products as: The Network DataMover products, network administration products and relational database management products, the name change should alleviate confusion. According to Robert E. Cook, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, "The VM Software name no longer fits the character of our business. Systems Center, Inc. is an excellent descriptive umbrella for our business."

Duquesne + Morino = LEGENT Corporation

The merger of Duquesne Systems, Inc. and Morino Associates, Inc., announced last December, has been completed and the result is LEGENT Corporation (Pittsburgh, PA). With more than $100 million in annual revenue and approximately 600 employees, LEGENT becomes the third largest independent system software vendor. Mario M. Morino is now Chairman of LEGENT and Glen F. Chatfield is Chief Executive Officer. The new company offers a line of approximately 40 products that represent a range of performance, networking, optimization and management support systems. LEGENT will have 12 sales offices in the United States and will market through subsidiaries as well as agents and representatives in two dozen nations. Combining the technological resources, financial strength and quality customer support of two of the industry’s fastest growing and most profitable companies will make LEGENT Corporation formidable.

BlueLine Software Continues to Build VM Product Line

BlueLine Software, Inc. (Minneapolis, MN) recently acquired ownership of VLOCK from the product’s original developer, Thomas Ericsson. This comes right on the heels of BlueLine’s acquisition of the RD/LABS product line (RD/SHARE, RD/CHANGE and RD/COMM) in October 1988. With the addition of VLOCK, BlueLine now provides an extensive collection of VM tools for making both end users and the technical staff more productive. Bill Cecchi, BlueLine’s President, comments, "As IBM’s Systems Application Architecture (SAA) strategy unfolds for mainframe sites running the VM operating system, BlueLine’s goal is to be positioned as a single source for selected tools aimed at applications development, systems management and end-user productivity in a VM environment."

3090 Mainframe Storage Prices Slashed

EMC Corporation (Hopkinton, MA) and Cambex Corporation (Waltham, MA) have announced price reductions for 3090 mainframe storage. EMC Corporation announced a $60,000 reduction on the price of its 64MB expanded storage upgrades for IBM 3090 systems. David Guy, EMC’s Vice President of Marketing says, "EMC expanded storage upgrades in 64MB increments were priced at $157,000. Now users can buy the same upgrade for $97,500 and because this pricing is based on each side of the CPU, IBM 3090 users with double-sided machines such as models 280E, 400E, 500E and 600E have a potential savings of $120,000." EMC also provides 3090 central storage at $189,000 per 32MB. Cambex Corporation also announced price reductions for its STOR/9000 central storage and expanded storage memories for IBM 3090 mainframes. Cambex STOR/9000 has been reduced to $190,000 from $210,000 for a 32MB increment and the STOR/9000 expanded storage has been reduced to $145,000 from $175,000 for a 64MB increment.

Annual VM Workshop Scheduled for June 13-16

Kansas State University (Manhattan, KS) will host the annual VM Workshop June 13-16, 1989. Usually held on university campuses, the VM Workshop is an outstanding source of VM information, contacts, tools and camaraderie. The VM Workshop is an all-volunteer, self-supporting organization that provides a forum for individuals and organizations with an interest in VM to exchange information and experiences. The Workshop Tools Tape each attendee receives is almost worth the trip itself! More than 300 VMers attended last year’s Workshop. For information and registration information call (913) 532-5575.

Control, Audit and Security of IBM Systems Conference Set

The Ninth Annual Conference on Control, Audit and Security of IBM Systems is scheduled to be held in Chicago, September 18-21, 1989. Keynote speaker Charles B. Wang, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Computer Associates International, Inc. (Garden City, NY), will speak on integrated solutions to security in today’s complex business applications. The conference is designed to bring EDP auditors, internal auditors, security professionals and data processing professionals up-to-date on control, audit and security of the entire range of IBM mainframes using MVS to IBM PCs. The conference is sponsored by the MIS Training Institute. For information call Patsy Day (508) 879-7999.
Great Myths of Capacity Planning

By Jerry L. Rosenberg

Capacity planning, just like any other discipline, has developed a complete inventory of myths during its maturation process. As often happens, some of these myths have replaced intelligent, decision-making approaches and have, in fact, become the capacity planning methodology in some shops.

This article will attempt to expose some of these myths to the light of critical analysis and point out the deficiencies inherent in them. As part of the investigation, this article will also present the available pragmatic alternatives to these mistaken notions and illustrate how the capacity planner can be more successful.

Some of the myths that will be addressed are the following.

- We cannot perform capacity planning for a system or complex that is having performance problems.
- Capacity planning is done once a year.
- Capacity planning is modeling; modeling is capacity planning.
- Capacity planning and performance analysis are totally different.
- Capacity planning can be adequately performed with rules of thumb.
- Capacity planning is a technical exercise; therefore, I only need to consider machine-readable data.
- The technical solution should always be adopted.
- The newest piece of hardware is always the right answer or "the bigger is better syndrome."
- There exists a single measure to which all data can be distilled that answers all capacity questions or the "I only need MIPs complex."
- I can develop one report that captures everything that all levels of management and technical personnel require concerning resource utilization.

Background

All disciplines, on the way to maturity, develop a mythology or underlying set of premises that are intended as a support for the basic structure of the discipline. This has been historically true for most forms of human activity (from religious to social to economic). The emerging mythology can be as complex as the pantheon of Greek or Roman gods or as simple as the financial axiom — "What's good for General Motors is good for America." In all cases, it would seem that myths are created to explain an otherwise inexplicable set of events.

In the case of the Greeks, they were looking for an explanation for the intricacies of the universe and nature. These were really complex issues requiring a detailed, structured set of rules and beliefs. In the General Motors example, the company was merely looking for a rationale to easily explain and justify some financial controls and political actions that might otherwise have been more difficult to implement.
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The Myths

I am sure that I have left out some often-used cliches. Please do not be insulted if your personal favorite is not on the list. If you send it to me, I promise to include it in Release 2. (That, by the way, is one of the great promises of data processing. "It will be fixed in the next release." )

To illustrate how dangerous the acceptance of cliches can be, the first myth is a common, non-DP rule that has been used often by computer professionals.

"If it ain't broke, don't fix it."

This rule definitely has a ring of truth. I can remember using it myself when I encountered a bug in the program that I was using. The program was buggy and I was able to fix it. However, I did not think of it as a universal truth.

How comfortable would you be flying with an airline that adhered to this rule to its maintenance philosophy? Would you trust the airline? Would you recommend the airline to your friends?

Another interesting question in this same general area relates to whether or not the same individuals can physically perform both the performance and capacity tasks concurrently. There are many reasons to assume this is true — common data requirements, common data analytic activities, knowledge of the hardware and software environments. However, there is one overriding element that usually spells disaster for this double job specification scenario. The performance analyst is re-
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CIRCLE #32 on Reader Service Card
action driven. If there is a problem, he must respond now. This responsiveness forces other activities onto the back burner and often, they do not get done — ever. It has been my experience that capacity planning becomes a permanent back burner task when assigned to performance personnel and does not get done. This leads to the general feeling that performance is more valuable and that capacity planning does not really accomplish anything. If you actually do want to accomplish something, give capacity planning the support and visibility it deserves. Let it stand alone with sufficient resources.

Since capacity planning and performance analysis are similar but different, you could then incorrectly assume the following myth.

**Capacity planning is done once a year.**

A common belief is that capacity planning is only done to support the annual budget preparation activity. What you really want to do at budget time is develop a budget. As it turns out, this is when many data processing managers wake up to discover that it is not feasible to cost out a future configuration until they actually have some idea of the contents of that configuration. In order to assess the contents, they need to forecast requirements. It is starting to sound a lot like capacity planning.

If you wait until these questions need to be answered before starting the analysis, the game is probably over. It is difficult to effectively amass and analyze all the requisite information in a narrow timeframe. An effective projection of future requirements is based on data analysis and user interfaces that should take place throughout the year. It is built on solid reports that track growth (allowing for predictive trending) and that evaluate the credibility of past volume growth predictions.

Try a different cliche instead, “If you do not understand it now, you will never predict future behavior.” The process of adaptation requires that an organism understands its environment and anticipates upcoming changes. It must then make the necessary behavioral changes to conform with the environmental changes. You really cannot wait until the mid of winter to worry about whether there is fuel in the furnace.

The establishment of an ongoing, effective capacity planning process will ensure the validity of the answers needed to support management requirements in a timely fashion. The lack of a continuous process reduces capacity planning to a panic-driven enterprise that does not fit into the definition and actually defies the concept of planning.

While in this general area, look at an offshoot of the above belief.

**Capacity planning is modeling: modeling is capacity planning.**

It is common for otherwise knowledgeable managers to greet me on the first day of a capacity planning consulting study with something like, “Okay, let’s roll up our sleeves and build this model.” My first task is to gently slow down this runaway locomotive. Modeling, simulation and benchmarking are all valuable tools in the capacity planning arsenal. They are not, in and of themselves, capacity planning. Each one requires significant upfront analysis to ensure a successful effort.

A model is a representation (usually mathematical) of current reality that can be modified parametrically so as to anticipate the performance of a future expected reality. In order to develop this picture of reality, you must first understand it. This requires data collection and analysis, configuration analysis and workload characterization. While there are many tools available to assist in these activities, the upfront analysis will still take up the major portion of the study. A considerable portion of the remaining time will be taken up by the workload forecasting phase.

Workload forecasting requires determining the anticipated changes to each workload for the time span covered by the study. Clearly, an open interface with the user communities is critical. In addition, a method of statistically analyzing historical data is extremely useful.

The tasks of workload characterization and forecasting typically consume 80 to 90 percent of the time spent on a capacity planning effort. So it should be evident that capacity planning is much more than modeling.

It is possible that this myth was created as a result of the fact that many modeling tools and packages do have the added benefit of being usable in the workload characterization process. That is a nice extra but modeling per se does not begin until a significant amount of groundwork has been covered.

Having mentioned the issue of workload forecasting, I will move on to another sacred cow.

**Capacity planning is a technical exercise. Therefore, I only need to consider machine readable data.**

This is the school of thought that is convinced that if you can get one day’s SMF and RMF data from a site, you should be able to determine all of its problems and make recommendations for the future. I have to make a confession. After 20 years of performance and capacity work, I am still not that good.

As discussed above, even the technical portion of the capacity planning activity requires some detailed legwork and will depend on several different measurement intervals to ensure the validity of the process. Beyond that, there are major data sources that are not in typical monitor-produced, machine-readable formats. At the very least, projections of anticipated volumes will be required from users, new systems under design and relevant business changes (that is, new lines of business, mergers, expansions and so on). To do a complete job, obtain information on budgetary constraints and concerns, on-order equipment, lease expirations and service levels (explicit or implicit). These are simply not produced and archived by monitors; they require human interfaces.

It is possible (and probably desirable) that this type of data, once obtained, is input into a SAS or LOTUS format. Maybe that is why some people think they are only dealing with machine readable data. I strongly recommend setting up an ongoing database of human-based data that will facilitate analysis and graphing. I have developed several quasi-automated approaches that utilize SAS and/or LOTUS successfully. The existence of this type of facility greatly enhances the capacity planner’s ability to understand and predict the changing nature of his environment.

A few paragraphs back, I mentioned service levels. This leads me to consider the next myth that is really an industry standard. Several years ago, IBM attempted to kill this one with little success.

**There is a single measure to which all data can be distilled that can answer all capacity questions or the “I only need MIPS” complex.**

In the mid-70s, I was responsible for computer performance measurement and analysis for a major aircraft manufacturer. Many of the management personnel came from an engineering background and approached data processing problems with a slightly different viewpoint. Most of the
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time this resulted in a new process that turned out to be of exceptional use and greatly ahead of its time. In one case, though, I am still waiting for the available instrumentation and techniques to catch up with the concept. It was called the "tailpipe temperature gauge." The name and the idea came from the engineering problem of building a highly efficient engine. Having built the engine, it is possible to develop measurement instruments that trap the exhaust of the engine and analyze it. The resulting information, which is limited to only a handful of values, would yield a wealth of knowledge concerning the strengths and weaknesses of the engine. To prove the point, New York State (and I assume several others) requires a yearly vehicle emission inspection that relies on just such a device. It produces about five numbers that attest to the proper combustion and general overall acceptability of automobile engines.

It seemed logical to attempt to distill the available measurement data and develop a "measure of goodness" for the computer system. Please keep in mind that this was a serious undertaking entered into with great hopes of success. Also, remember that this was just prior to MVS (Who remembers S/3?) and the intricacies were a little less imposing than they are today.

After some detailed analysis (scientific, statistical, intuitive, mystical and so on), a great flaw in the original analogy was discovered. While it was possible to determine from a tailpipe temperature gauge how well the engine performed, it did not supply any insight into such ancillary functions as the electrical system, onboard computers, navigation, passenger comfort, communications and so on. In fact, while getting an overall picture of the engine, a picture of the overall aircraft was not evolving. Total performance was not being measured or predicted. This insight came about at the time of a general awareness within capacity planning and performance analysis circles that they were not really chartered with keeping the CPU (engine) at 100 percent but with supplying some form of acceptable service to a user community (overall performance). As in the aircraft, there were many other subsystems within the computer complex that contributed greatly to the real measure of goodness. I/O rates, page faults, RPS misses, channel utilization, control unit contention, memory occupancy, path concurrency and many other factors affected total performance. In fact, when they listed the available data elements that might be needed to capture, archive and analyze, a fair sized pamphlet was published. (If you are a disbeliever, find a shop with a SAS-based performance database and do a PROC CONTENTS. When you see the quantity of values that are trapped, counted, collected and archived, you will start to wonder how any application code ever gets executed.)

So, they combined considering, analyzing, reducing, summarizing and otherwise massaging the "significant" measurement values to obtain a few succinct parameters of systems goodness. The bottom line was that the best measure of the performance of the total system on any given day was the number of logged calls to the help desk. This really was not what they were after but it did substantiate that the prime goal was to satisfy the users.

Since I personally went through this learning experience so long ago, I am often amazed that data processing personnel still cling to the concept of measuring and planning by MIPS alone. Millions of instructions per second is a measure of CPU capability and usage only. It does not relate to the current or future delivery of service. What is missing is the interactions of the operating system and the applications, I/O requirements, memory usage and so on. At best, it is a rough ballpark estimate to limit the magnitude of the required capacity study. The study must include a careful analysis of the current environment (including, but not limited to the CPU), anticipated growth, new systems, new technology, budgetary constraints and overall corporate goals (including service levels and business plans). The result of the study should be a projection of the ability of various total configurations (CPU, I/O, memory) to supply users with consistent, satisfactory response times and service levels while meeting corporate financial guidelines (budget). Modeling, simulation and benchmarking offer a means of anticipating future service level capabilities. They should be employed in the capacity planning process. However, they are not the post-processor, all-purpose monitor that the tailpipe temperature gauge was intended to be.

While I still patiently await the announcement of a true tailpipe temperature gauge, I am certain that MIPS is not the answer. In fact, I have seen many people badly burned by relying on the results of analysis based solely on MIPS. Use MIPS for sense of direction sizing only. If there is any doubt, do a complete study.

*The technical solution should always be adopted.*

This is another common mistake made by evolving capacity planners. I suspect there has been more frustration, employee dissatisfaction and job hopping as a result of this myth than any other single cause. To illustrate how this occurs, consider the capacity planner who has done a textbook study. He (or she) has performed a superb workload characterization, interviewed users, reviewed past data and created reasonable projections of future application and operating system requirements. Using a robust modeling tool, a meaningful assessment of future hardware and software needs have been developed and a concise report to management has been produced. The analyst is rightly proud of a job well done. Management, however, does not choose to implement the suggested optimal configuration. The analyst is crestfallen and believes that: a) management does not understand the capacity planning process; b) his work has been in vain and c) he is really not appreciated. This often leads to a downward spiraling morale problem that culminates in a job change. The corporation has lost a valuable employee and the employee is probably destined to repeat this encounter at his next job.

In fact, management actually liked the report and was able to discern many valuable insights from it. Management's goal (unbeknownst to the capacity planner) was to meet corporate "bottom line" goals while supplying service. It is possible that a different configuration than the one suggested offered a better financial advantage or allowed for business plans that were not known to the analyst. Management may, in fact, have made the right business decision which is not necessarily the optimal technical decision.

Why did this happen? Let me begin by saying that there is fault on both sides. Management should have advised the author of the report that it was a well-thought-out piece of work. If possible, it should have been made known that the final decision was not a result of disfavor with the capacity planning process. Bidirectional communication is a critical component of capacity planning.

As for the analyst, he made the mistake of expecting management to simply act as a rubber stamp for his recommendation. The result of the study is only one input.
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into a complex analysis and decision process that ultimately might require the expenditure of millions of dollars. Such an investment must be based on more than just technical criteria. To avoid this situation, the capacity planner must readjust his thinking to accept that the goal of his efforts is to supply management with the information necessary for it to make decisions. To enhance the value of his recommendations, he might consider including management-related topics such as finances.

The newest piece of hardware is always the right answer or the "bigger is better" syndrome.

Many capacity planners and managers also subscribe to this belief. I maintain that this myth has been carefully nurtured over the years by vendor salesmen. A case in point that illustrates the flaw in this particular rule concerns CICS and the recently available IBM CPUs. CICS is a transaction processing program that operates as a single address space under MVS. Therefore, it can only use one engine in a dyadic or dual-dyadic (or simplex) complex. Think back in recent history to the heydays of the 308X series. (Was it only just a few years ago?) While the 3084-Q was the flagship, top-of-the-line machine, it was actually made up of four engines. Each of these had less speed than the single engine in the 3083-J. It turned out then that, in many cases, the 3083-J was a better choice for CICS performance. Today, there is no benefit for a single region CICS workload on a 3090-600 over a 3900-200. True, some ripples have been imposed by subtasking (for example, VSAM), MRO and ISC implementations and by the fact that many shops are running multiple CICS regions concurrently. But the moral of the tale remains — before you begin a capacity study, understand the goals. If you were expected to maximize CICS throughput, bigger was not necessarily better.

The second lesson learned is that in order to perform a complete capacity analysis, the capacity planner must have a solid knowledge of the environment (hardware and software). This knowledge is not acquired through quick, once-a-year methods but is supported by an ongoing process that allows for the analysis of information under various conditions in non-panic mode. This process requires a sound, regular reporting system that provides insights into the system.

I can develop one report that captures everything that all levels of management and technical personnel require concerning resource utilization.

In developing this reporting system, do not fall prey to this assumption. This is a reinterpretation of the MIPS syndrome discussed previously. This mythical report does not exist. There are many different types of people who will make use of capacity planning reports. They range from technical personnel (such as performance analysts and capacity planners) to users interested in service levels to management personnel who want concise reports on the overall state of the system. You cannot take the same report and simply change the cover letter and ship it to a new audience. The reports must be tailored to the needs of the particular audience that they address.

As you can see, myths can keep you from completing the capacity planning task. The next myth is one of the more dangerous myths that will actually keep you from ever starting the job at all.

We cannot perform capacity planning for a system or complex that is having performance problems.

I have dubbed this the "tuned system trap." The first reality that confronts this rule is that there are no systems that are ever fully tuned. Does that mean that you never do capacity planning? That is hardly an acceptable answer to either capacity planning professionals or to the corporations that require the answers that they supply.

Fortunately, the answer to this dilemma is that the capacity planning process has within its structure (via modeling or simulation or benchmarking) a means for isolating bottlenecks and test driving the potential solutions to these conditions. This means that you can actually utilize capacity planning to assist in performance analysis and tuning. It also means that the anticipated performance improvements can then be applied to the predictive tool to complete the study. In effect, you have...
Carolina Steel Makes The Most of VSE

Like tens of thousands of other IBM shops, Carolina Steel is sticking with VSE. However, they are getting a lot more out of it than most.

By Mary Lou Roberts

For years, VSE shops have been faced with the decision of whether or not to convert to VM or MVS. However, it seems that, for a large percentage of these loyalists, neither positive inducements ("Have I got a deal for you!") or negative fear tactics ("VSE will not be supported much longer") have succeeded. DOS shops — all 30,000 of them — have been sticking to their guns and their operating systems with all of the tenacity of a Garfield clinging to a car window.

Are they wrong, these lovers of batch-oriented processing and limited partitions? The answer is a resounding "NO."

Sticking with VSE is not akin to being trapped in the Middle Ages of information processing technology. Or, at least, it does not have to be. When coupled with back-to-basics management and creative approaches to operations, as it is at Carolina Steel, VSE can shine. Some of the frills may be missing; but the work gets done. Users are satisfied and costs are kept to a minimum.

The Carolina Steel Environment

When Charlie Rice joined the staff of Carolina Steel Corporation 26 years ago, there was not much question about which operating system the company should use. Its new IBM 1401, the company’s first computer, only allowed for one option. However, life was simpler then.

Today, things are much different. Rice, who is the assistant manager of Information Services, has seen lots of changes take place over the years — both in his company that currently handles more than $250 million in sales and in the increasing number of information technologies that are available.

Operating out of its Greensboro, NC corporate headquarters, the Information Services (IS) group of Carolina Steel services six fabricating plants, 13 service and processing centers and two concrete plants across the southeastern part of the country.

Two major types of applications are involved. In supplying steel and concrete for the construction of buildings and bridges, IS must deal with small volumes of large orders. For this aspect of its business, the data processing applications are the more traditional manufacturing job-shop programs such as Bill of Materials and Costing.

Processing for the other side of the business, the steel service center, has different requirements. As a major distribution system, it must handle large volumes of much smaller orders. Applications
here include Order Entry and Inventory Management.

All of this processing is done on an IBM 4381 that replaced a 4341 about one year ago. The system has an on-line CICS network with 350 terminals that are distributed all over the southeast. The inventory of about 3,000 COBOL and FORTRAN programs is structured in approximately 1,000 job streams.

From 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., the system is primarily dedicated to CICS with no scheduled batch operations. During these hours, Carolina Steel averages 100,000 transactions per day with response times of less than one second except for line delay. All batch is run at night while CICS is still active but handles only a small number of transactions.

The operating system is YSE/SP. Due in large part to Rice’s efforts, Carolina Steel has been operating with some version of DOS since the late 1960s — a fact of which the company is proud and which it believes has contributed in large part to the smooth running and cost effectiveness of the corporate information systems operation.

What Is Different At Carolina Steel?

Several people have pointed to Carolina Steel as a model shop for its size: one in which efficiency and user satisfaction are high and costs are low.

What makes the company different? If you ask Rice, he will tell you that Carolina Steel differs from other shops of its size in three major respects. “First, is our commitment to and effective use of VSE. Second, is our completely automated operations and finally, the absence of a database management system.”

VSE

Rice notes that rumors about IBM’s continued support of VSE (or lack thereof) have been floating around for several years. “But now, the future of VSE has come back to life. IBM simply cannot ignore 30,000 users. IBM has to support them because these users just are not going to convert. Now, IBM has even committed to COBOL II and CICS under VSE,” he points out.

Rice, who has been active in IBM’s GUIDE users group for many years and is the current Group Manager of GUIDE’s VSE Group in the Operating Systems Division, has had the opportunity to make his opinions well known to IBM. He believes that IBM will concentrate its efforts on continuing to make it easier for VSE users to move to MVS. “This means that the longer we wait, the easier it will be. It can only get better for us,” he foresees.

Carolina Steel has evaluated the alternatives. At one time the company did install VM and used it for six months. “All it did for us was to allow systems programmers the freedom from having to come in on weekends. Otherwise, it was pure overhead. It just wasn’t worth it,” Rice explains.

Carolina Steel has also looked at what it would take to convert to MVS. “We estimated that it would cost in excess of $1 million in out-of-pocket expenses over one year. In that same year, we would not be able to do any new development. Furthermore, our ongoing operations costs would multiply by a factor of four! You have to gain some real benefits for that. And we just haven’t seen those benefits...
yet. Conversions are often political. Not many people can make a real business case to make a change like that at such great cost without getting a lot back for your money,” Rice states.

Instead, Carolina Steel continues to operate VSE in the most efficient way possible — native mode.

Rice highlights still another way in which Carolina Steel differs from most other VSE shops. “I think that we’re one of the few shops in the world that is running VTAM in a private address space in VSE. It allows us to allocate more memory to other address spaces including CICS.”

Given the current level of satisfaction and success with VSE, Carolina Steel sees no reason to convert. The company is aware, too, that Software Pursuits (Alameda, CA) sells a VSE replacement product called MVT/VSE. Rice notes, “It has some nice features. They support 16MB of real memory and would give us more partitions. Those things would be nice to have. If we were worried about IBM’s continued support, we would certainly take a closer look at it; but, it’s pretty clear that we’ll stay with IBM as long as they stay with us.”

Automated Operations

“One major way in which we differ from other shops is in the degree to which we have automated our computer operations. In fact, I have never seen another shop that is as automated,” Rice points out.

In late 1986, Carolina Steel established the objective of achieving “unattended operations.” Its goal was for a computer operator’s sole duties to be: 1) mount tapes; 2) put paper in the printer; and 3) call people whenever the system told them to. Today, thanks to the implementation of three major programs developed by Don Stoneman, a systems programmer at Carolina Steel, the company is 98 percent of the way toward that goal and is able to run all computer operations with only two people.

The VSE/POWER Scheduling System is a program for controlling the time and order in which jobs are run under VSE/POWER. It provides one of the essential functions of unattended operations.

“When we first took a hard look at our job streams, we found that they had been set up in ways that would make it the easiest for operations to run them — not for greatest system efficiency,” Rice says.

However, thanks to the scheduling system, things are done differently today. The users relate POWER jobs together and define a schedule for each of these groups of jobs. A strict syntax is provided by the scheduler to define the order in which the jobs are to be run and the events which must occur, if any, before each job is released.

Once a schedule is defined, the user simply submits the jobs that the schedule controls into the POWER reader queue with a hold disposition. The scheduler will then release or delete these jobs automatically, as required.

The Automated Console Response System, known as RSVP, adds the power of a high-level programming language to control the VSE operating system. Using this system, the user codes an RSVP procedure that is read from SYSTPI T by the RSVP program, compiled and then initiated.

Each procedure is made up of one or more tasks. These tasks receive each mess-
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A procedure can be run in a partition by itself or it can run concurrently with another program. It can be simple, responding to a single message; or it can be complex, consisting of several tasks and responding to a large number of conditions.

The function of the Report Archival and Distribution System is to handle report distribution and to archive those reports for reprinting or displaying on-line under CICS.

With this system, jobs are extracted selectively from the VSE/POWER List Queue. Then they are compressed and written into an Archive File. Once archived, these jobs can then be printed for normal distribution, reprinted later or displayed on-line. Up to 32 generations of each job can be retained.

"We have really seen the benefits of automated operations. Before we implemented these systems, we were a three-shift operation. Since then, we have added more work, been able to cut back to only two shifts, reduced our staff to only one operator per shift, and are usually finished with all of our work by 10 p.m. However, we aren't completely satisfied yet. There's still a little way to go to reach our goal of 100 percent. We're going to keep working on it," Rice notes.

Carolina Steel does have a lot of end-user applications. However, to them that means that the users play a major role in defining the application, designing the system and submitting the jobs once they are in production. The users themselves have no hands-on access to tools like SQL or FOCUS.

"From time-to-time, some of our users have asked for tools that would allow them to have direct access to a database. We've been happy to listen to them and show them what it would entail. However, when we lay out the costs for them, they always want to stick with things the way they are. Data processing, here, is run as a cost center. Everything is charged back. And, so far, our users simply aren't willing to pay the price for databases and end-user tools," Rice explains.

**The Computer Operations Expert System**

Another project on which Carolina Steel is currently working that will bring even greater efficiency to its operations is the development of a PC-based expert system to assist computer operations.

*See Carolina Steel page 91*
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Productivity equals output divided by resources consumed. Why can't this simplistic equation be used to establish precise productivity figures? If you have studied this area, the obvious problems are known: changing definitions, recording consistent statistics, selecting comparable projects and so on. Our database here at Hallmark Cards was extensive when we started a formal measurement project. Still, the task proved difficult and many myths were discovered as this article documents.

The lessons learned may apply to others, specifically those developing and maintaining software. This is the story of what was learned about productivity measures.

Myths

To start the story, consider eight myths associated with performance measures:

1. Performance measures are intuitive
2. Implementation requires less than three months
3. All activities should be quantified
4. Department measures roll down
5. Improvements automatically follow
6. Zero defects is the objective
7. Competing management methodologies are replaced
8. Corporate benefits are directly linked.

The arguments disputing these myths result from implementing and monitoring nine specific measures in the software factory, an environment where more than 200 professionals develop, install and maintain data processing systems.

Myth 1: Performance Measures Are Intuitive

Definitions of performance measures include four types: productivity, quality, estimating and other ratios. Until clear definitions were completed (a six-week process), terminology caused considerable confusion. Defined in terms of ratios, the performance measures were as outlined below.

Productivity Measure

An output divided by a resource. The value of this ratio is dependent on how directly the output is related to the resource: the closer the relationship, the better the ratio. The process of producing output is the critical management issue for improving productivity. Examples of outputs for software development: function points, Lines Of Code (LOC), programs. Examples of resources: man-days, dollars, employees. Five ratios were defined in this subset as shown in Figure 1: support productivity, project productivity, function point productivity, LOC productivity, information center productivity.
Quality Measure
Number not meeting a quality standard divided by total number. Examples: defects — total items, program bugs — total LOC. Two ratios were defined as noted in Figure 1: maintenance UCRs and installation UCRs. The denominator, Unusual Condition Report (UCR), in this context is simply a program bug causing a system termination. In many discussions of productivity, quality is assumed to remain constant. Measures of quality are indirectly related to the productivity measurement itself and must be monitored concurrently.

Estimates
Actual number of resources or outputs meeting estimate (or schedule) divided by the estimate base. Examples: actual hours — budgeted hours, projects on schedule — total projects. Two ratios were defined (see Figure 1): schedule estimate and budget estimate. Estimating is also related to productivity but is based on expectations and not necessarily improving output. It should remain constant or improve as productivity goes up.

Other
Influencing factors related to productivity; actual divided by goal/target. Examples: staff turnover — target, training hours — target. No ratios for this subset were defined.

In the nine performance measures, only tangible data were used. It is, of course, possible to incorporate opinions and other subjective data. Another item avoided was dollarizing the resources. Instead, user man-days or -hours were used. Converting to dollars introduces inflation, an additional complexity. Also, to cover all costs, software and hardware dollars would have to be included. This involves depreciation, leases, rental agreements and so on and would further complicate the calculation.

All measures were formally recorded yearly; however, UCR counts for maintenance and projects were monitored monthly as they occurred in net amounts versus ratios. In the software factory it is not possible to link all measures to a month-by-month cycle since implementations occur throughout the year.

Myth 2: Implementation Requires Less Than Three Months
After six weeks, definitions existed but it was obvious other steps followed. Over the next four months, specific measures were established, data was analyzed, objectives were set and plans for improving ratios documented. This effort was longer than anticipated; however, implementation could be significantly longer if consistent output/resource data is not available. In the software factory, years had been devoted to refining definitions of the two outputs, function points and LOCs.

Historically, monitoring LOC has received considerable criticism; however, if recording rules are consistent and if only one language is used (COBOL in our organization), then LOC is considered a reasonable measure of output. Collection simplicity is one inherent advantage with no separate calculations needed. In fact, the collection of data may be automated. Although the LOC definition was calculated with minor variations for three measures (Numbers A1, 2 and 4), the general intent is as follows: All source statements (physical LOC) including comments for production programs (excludes conversion and test programs).

Also, an existing time-reporting system isolated the resource (productivity ratio denominator, expressed in man-days) as project, maintenance or enhancement time. With this data available, defining terms, setting objectives and documenting an improvement plan were possible in four to five months. Without consistent output/resource data, an operational system for a major department requires a year or more.

A related subject is permanency. Although the management team had confidence in each measure, Performance Measure Number A4 (LOC Productivity) initially did not accomplish its intended purpose of accurately combining project and enhancement LOC outputs. During the first year, deleted and changed LOC were not recorded; thus, the enhancement LOC was understated. After the automatic LOC counting system was enhanced, the measure became meaningful. Performance measures are subject to refinement and change even when organizational functions remain constant.

Myth 3: All Activities Should Be Quantified.
After completing performance ratios, the question was asked, "What percent of management’s responsibilities are measured?" To answer the question, departmental responsibilities were grouped into three categories as noted in Figure 2. The first item, Business Systems Planning (BSP) was subjectively valued as one-third of our responsibilities. This involves selecting a portfolio of projects that optimize the corporate contribution. In other words, if a department is not working on the best projects for the company, productivity is a secondary factor.

The next third includes personnel management, introduction of technology and other general management activities. The last third covers implementation activities. The nine performance measures defined are direct measures of this last activity. BSP is not covered and the middle third activities are only indirectly monitored by the performance measures. For example, if there is a strong training program, this should result in more productive project implementations and improved ratios.

Establishing performance measures for the other responsibilities is much more
difficult because data is intangible and not repetitive. Projects, on the other hand, provide a base of comparison, especially when data on 10 or 15 projects is documented. Consider how difficult it would be to establish measures on the BSP function. Who could provide a scale measuring the contribution of this planning activity?

In general, the value of purely quantitative measures depends on two variables: process structure and number of individual outputs. See Figure 3a for the software development activities. In the factory, the implementation process, with high structure and volume, facilitated numeric performance measurement. However, the design process lacks structure, as do other management activities in which the value of quantitative measures is limited.

Activities in different functional areas of the corporation vary considerably in these factors. For example, the manufacturing process is inherently one of high structure and many outputs; a legal department might display low structure and possibly few major projects per year. Figures 3a and 3b link the two variables to functional areas and also predict the value of each combination. Since direct experience only substantiates the software functions, other functional area placement in the matrix might be debated. Also, as with the software factory certain aspects of each functional area could be quantified with performance measurement.

Support versus development is also a distinction that must be made in most operating groups. There is usually some level of activity that goes to maintenance or support of existing facilities. Output versus resource should be separate for the support activity. Thus, for almost every group, there should be a minimum of two measures. This was not true for the information center, where only one measure was defined: function points divided by programming man-days. A dramatic increase obtained one year (10.2 vs. 6.8 function points per man-day) was due to cloning information requests and diverting resources from consulting/training activities, which were not measured, to the measured activity. Obviously, the second reason was not intended. Although the effort to define more measures can have a diminishing rate of return, in this case, consulting and training activities were monitored.

The value of our measures is in top-down order with the majority of benefits at the director level.

Myth 4: Department Measures Roll Down

All nine performance measures were established to measure department trends, the efforts of over 200 individuals. Assume the organizational hierarchy of programmer, project manager (six to 12 staff), systems development manager (25 to 30 staff), director of systems development (200+ staff). Many people envision using performance measures at the first two levels, programmer and project manager. However, the value of our measures is in top-down order, with the majority of benefits at the director level, some benefits at the systems development manager and project levels and minimal value at the individual level. To substantiate this point, consider the range of values reported by eight similar groups (systems development manager level) in Figure 4.

Remember, these variances were in one organization with the same standards, productivity tools, experience level and working environment. The difference among the groups is project uniqueness and application area; that is, manufacturing, finance, order processing, marketing, distribution, purchasing, inventory control and personnel.

The more groups in an average, the more reliable are the statistics. For example, department results were reasonably close to goals because the eight individual areas were averaged and the "law of large numbers" improved the reliability.

However, the lack of correlation to the department average does not necessarily imply lack of correlation from year-to-year of one particular group. With a few exceptions, based on unique projects, the variance for the same group from one year to the next was reasonable. Thus, establishing goals has value with staffs of 25 to 30 completing five to seven projects per year. At lower levels (smaller groups), project uniqueness produces inconsistencies.

Myth 5: Improvements Automatically Follow

Some productivity experts recommend tracking ratios over time to establish trends. It was our philosophy that tracking was only part of the responsibility along with setting objectives and defining how to improve — what tools and/or methodologies will positively impact the ratios. Over the years, an emphasis on productivity resulted in a variety of programming/testing software tools to perform functions, such as CRT screen generation, test data preparation, interactive program debug and librarian functions. The maintenance environment utilizes these tools as well as restructing code facilities.

Figure 5 lists 10 approaches cross-referenced to the measures impacted. In our
situation, the major items to pursue were the first three: monitor for consistent sub-second response time, formally implement the Joint Application Development (JAD) concept and pursue COBOL code generators.

It may be surprising that Fourth-Generation Languages (4GLs) are not on the list for consideration. After years of analysis, 4GLs are recommended exclusively for end-user "programming" of simple nonintegrated systems. Conversely, the systems development staff implements large, tailored, integrated complex corporate systems, not easily programmed or maintained with a 4GL.

Myth 6: Zero Defects Is the Objective

Attempting to maximize a productivity measure is not always logical since a balance of activities may produce a more optimal organizational result. For example, attempting to minimize support on systems could eventually produce an adverse effect, that is, inability to support the system.

Consider the objective for Quality Measure Number 1, maintain or increase the LOC per UCR. For some installations, improving operational quality might be the primary objective of the performance measurement program; however, our system operational quality was considered more than acceptable over the past few years. For example, in 1987, only one UCR occurred per year for every 14,012 LOC installed (not including project installations).

It may sound like poor management to admit an acceptable error level and you might propose an absolute zero defects objective. However, if too much pressure is exerted by a ratio, negative ramifications may result, such as delayed implementation dates because of unnecessary repetitive testing. Obviously, this logic is only appropriate when UCRs (program bugs) are under control. Also, the objectives must be attainable.

Remember, when completing projects on time is the dominant goal, poor corporate decisions may result. For example, delaying known system enhancements may keep the project on schedule but cost significantly more to add after installation.

Myth 7: Competing Management Methodologies Are Replaced

The management process is generally defined as five activities: plan, organize, staff, direct and control. Controlling involves monitoring results, usually through a reporting system. Our nine ratios are obviously directed at the control process since we implemented the concept dealing strictly with numeric information. Other management methodologies, such as Critical Success Factors (CSF) or Management By Objective (MBO), primarily address the control function but are less quantitative than performance measures. They are more adaptable to planning, organizing, staffing and directing activities.

Some would propose performance objectives as the primary tool; however, this is not recommended. Rather, performance measures should be used as an ancillary management tool.

Myth 8: Corporate Benefits Are Directly Linked

One surprising observation: benefits to the corporation were not included in any of the calculations. By improving performance, there is an overall benefit to the company but the value for individual projects is not input to the nine measures. Accumulating benefits for modern on-line systems is dependent on an organization's ability to quantify intangible contributions, a difficult task in a dynamic environment. However, if this is the objective, other approaches relying on management judgment are preferable to performance measurement.

Implementing a performance measurement methodology obviously requires resources and management attention. IBM states that five percent of the project budget should be directed toward measurement activities. In our case, almost all the work was accomplished via line management, those managers responsible for implementing the measures. If an organization is growing rapidly and involved in a number of new projects, it may not be an appropriate time to install a formal measurement program. For us, the basic factors such as LOC, function points and unusual condition reports had been monitored for a number of years. Thus, the advantage was formalizing our approach and communicating it to everyone in the organization. Over time, this formal approach will help document productivity improvements.

Professor Skinner, author of "Productivity Paradox" (Harvard Business Review, July-August, 1986) disclosed a potential disadvantage of productivity measures: "Managers under pressure to maximize productivity resist innovation." The objective must be to install the best overall corporate solution (application packages, end-user computing, 4GLs) versus maximizing ratios. The function point measures complement LOC measures, providing a balance and encouraging innovation.

Conclusion

Organizational and environmental factors dictate the value and type of measures. In our situation, a large number of projects provided stability in the ratios when all groups were included. Since most of the data needed were available, the cost of implementing performance measures was minimal; however, years were spent defining function points, collecting unusual condition reports and automating LOC data. The measures contributed to our organizational effectiveness and complement other management activities.

In retrospect, the process of implementing performance measures parallels other management tasks: define terms, set objectives, establish a plan, collect data and monitor results. Line management should drive the process although some staff support may be required. Simplicity in an operational program is important; if data collection is expensive or too many measures are defined, the benefits are diminished.

Managers must decide if their organizations are ready for performance measurement and, if so, how extensive a program is needed.
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Optical Disk Technology

OD Technology Comes Of Age

By Fred Schuff

Optical Disks (OD) were introduced about 15 years ago. However, only in the past five years has OD technology matured enough to be applied to the requirements of data processing. Optical storage is associated with the concept of large data capacity at costs which are significantly less than standard magnetic media (tape or disk). The OD is a high density storage solution for data that is infrequently used but needs to be kept on-line. The media is reliable (one error in 10 to 12 bits) and cost effective. ODs can be used to off-load large tape libraries and have data in an on-line or near-line (manually retrievable) system that ensures fast, error-free access.

This article is intended to provide a general overview of OD technology with the primary focus on its applicability to mainframe computers rather than micro or mini-computers.

The basis of OD technology refers to using a LASER (a highly concentrated light beam or Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation) to read/write data that is recorded on a thin film surface. The recording surface is usually record-shaped and enclosed in a ceramic, plastic or glass casing to form the total recording media platter (see Figure 1). At present, the most common contact with OD technology is the Compact Disk (CD) and Compact Disk — Read Only Memory (CD-ROM). These CDs are used for audio recordings, video disks and static data files (mostly personal computer based).

CD-ROM technology uses a master disk to press out data platters much like normal records are mass produced. The laser beam can write data permanently on the OD using what is called WORM (Write Once Read Many Times) methodology. When data is written it is permanently burned into the media but it can then be read many times. There are more than 250 companies involved with OD products in either a manufacturing or value-added software capacity. Most OD systems consist of OD components such as OD drives, juke boxes, robotic pickers, OD platters, controllers and so on. They are packaged on a micro- or mini-computer platform and driven by customized software.

New OD recording techniques and enhanced hardware components are being announced constantly. Each year shows a significant change in the state-of-the-art technology. Each month there are new announcements and predictions in the optical storage field. Current improvements include increased capacity of devices and an
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Optical Disk

erasable media and recording methodology. Even by the time this is read, some of the capacities noted will most probably be out-of-date.

A predominant number of the current OD systems and components use high capacity (2.6GB per 12" platter or 600-1200 MB per 5¼" platter) optical storage media (see Table 1).

The benefits of non-erasable OD technology are:

- The capacity to store large amounts of data on a small surface
- The data is permanent, that is, a permanent track of data written is maintained forever
- Media lifetime is in the 30 to 100 year range rather than the traditional five to seven years for magnetic tape
- Laser technology does not involve the close proximity of read/write heads to storage surface so head crashes are eliminated
- The media is removable for greater total capacity and data transportability at a greatly reduced cost.

Recording is commonly done in a helical spiral around the platter surface. The data is usually written at a constant speed referred to as Constant Linear Velocity (CLV) at all locations on the platter surface. The density of the recording mechanism determines the amount of data that can be stored on the surface along with the transfer rate. OD devices are about equal in density of data stored on one track. Much like the magnetic DASD devices, a relatively constant rotational speed is maintained. Many OD devices rotate at 1800 rpm, about one-half the speed of magnetic disks. Tracks are often placed closer together on OD devices by a factor of 10 compared to magnetic disk devices.

Furthermore, OD platters are removable from the OD read/write devices. Because there can be many platters per OD reader in an OD system, this allows packaging large storage capacity in a small area. OD readers only require a short time (four to 10 seconds) to spin-up a platter to processing speed. These systems will encourage multi-terabyte (1,000GB or 1,000,000,0000 bytes) on-line or nearline, library capacities (see Table 2).

Erasable ODs appeal to users who want OD technology for high volume DASD storage devices. They want to use OD devices like traditional magnetic storage devices. The limiting factor in this direct replacement is the slower access speed for OD devices compared to magnetic media. This gap is expected to remain for the next few years. Additionally, this erasable technology eliminates the permanency feature from the OD stored data.

The data in Table 2 is being affected by current changes in other technology as well:

- New 3480 type tape cartridges (18 track) are now being announced with recording densities of around 32K BPI which will quadruple the capacity of the Automatic Tape Library Systems (ATLS) and projections are for recording densities around 100K BPI
- New 3380 type DASD is expected with greater storage capacity, faster access times and reduced cost/MB like the IBM 3380J and K will then be followed with the 3390 series that again multiplies capacity and transfer rates
- New OD devices have been announced with 14GB/platter on a 14" WORM platter and 650MB on a 5¼" erasable device
- New ATLS systems offer competitive data access times within enclosed cabinet devices (50-2000 recording devices such as platters or tapes using a similar robotic access mechanism, see Table 3).

With systems using multiple platters per read/write device, several robotic mechanisms exist to reduce the intervention to switch and manage the platters. One of the most common is the juke box for storing a number of platters and has a robotic arm for fetching, loading and unloading the platters into the optical drives (see Figure 2). Most units of this type are designed with 50 to 256 platter capacity. Many units can be expanded by adding more juke box slots or entire juke box

---

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OD Device</th>
<th>Equivalent OD Capacity Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12&quot; Platter (2500MB)</td>
<td>2400' 1¼&quot; Tape 1600bpi 62500bpi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12&quot; Platter (25000MB)</td>
<td>66 17 15 4.2 7200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terabyte Capacity Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12&quot; OD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FIGURE 1**

Typical OD Media

**TABLE 3**

Approximate Cost/GB Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Mfg.</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Cost/GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3380 DASD Double Density (2.4GB)</td>
<td>Juke Box</td>
<td>4-12&quot; OD (104GB)</td>
<td>$14,500 / GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3380 DASD Double Density (2.4GB)</td>
<td>4-12&quot; OD (104GB)</td>
<td>$9,600 / GB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3380 DASD Double Density (2.4GB)</td>
<td>4-12&quot; OD (104GB)</td>
<td>$4,800 / GB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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units. Maximum sizes of these systems are currently in the four to six terabyte range. Improvements and innovations in juke box technology will most certainly increase the capacity of these units and decrease the cost per GB of total storage capacity.

Additionally, optical systems/devices usually interface in a different manner than standard mainframe peripheral devices. The physical connection is usually not through the same control unit as DASD or tape devices but through another interface (network, RS232, SCSI or IPI protocol, MVE Bus and so on). A network connection allows one Optical Storage System to be connected to multiple, different hosts to share data. The other connections are implemented to interface to micro or minicomputer systems. More recent products have introduced direct channel-connected systems (using 3480 and 3420 control unit emulation). The newest addition is a DASD control unit emulator. The trend is toward direct mainframe host connections becoming available especially in the 1989 to 1992 time frame.

There are two characteristics that hinder Optical Storage Systems. First, due to the nature of the optical media, there is a 300 to 350KB/second read rate limiting the amount of data that can be transferred to/from the device in a given time interval. The second is the small number of optical readers implemented to support large juke box systems that further limits the volume of data which can concurrently be transferred to/from an OD system. Thus, the more ideal application of the technology must be oriented towards capacity rather than access speed.

Previously, it was noted that OD research has developed optical storage technology that temporarily modifies the structure of the recording media in the optical platter. This provides the ability to erase data because the laser does not permanently burn a hole in the surface. Some of this research has reported the ability to multiply recording densities by several orders of magnitude and promises greatly expanded storage capacities for OD devices.

**An Optical Disk Application**

Document imaging is an ideal application for OD technology. Imaging is storing a *digitized image* of a document for reference or retrieval at some later time. A digitized image is a document that is broken down into a matrix of dots to represent the document. Storage of the matrix requires a large amount of storage space because the density of the matrix required for many documents generates a large volume of data (see Figure 3). The original documents come from many sources such as medical records, insurance records, bank transactions, engineering drawings, x-rays and so on. The increased capacity of the OD technology, along with the long media life, makes the process feasible and economical.

Many imaging systems are developed as stand-alone systems. They are comprised of micro or minicomputers connected to the OD storage system components. Data input and retrieval is isolated to this auxiliary system and exists outside of the mainframe environment. The limitations of speed and connectivity of the OD components have much to do with this segregated environment.

**Conclusions**

The OD market is in a state of rapid change and has not yet found a firm technology (media, interfaces, format and so on) to implement. Standards have not been set across the various manufacturers. New devices are rapidly coming onto the market and old ones become obsolete just as fast. The technology for storage devices using magnetic technology is also going through significant changes and improvements.

OD technology has a number of potential enhancements in development:

- Read both sides of the platter simultaneously using a dual-head read/write mechanism to double the transfer rate
- Interface the controller for the optical drive(s) through a standard, mainframe-compatible controller to let the OD system act like a standard DASD device
- Implement four to eight optical drives connected through a control unit with multiple channel paths
- Increase buffered storage area in the optical drive controller and denser recording methods to improve transfer rates.

In my opinion, optical devices and OD systems will become more numerous as the systems evolve and users become aware of this technology. This growth will be spurred by the stabilization of the optical media, standardization of the interfaces and the realization that optical will be around for the long term. Keeping track of the changes and charting the growth path is perhaps the major obstacle.

In its current state of rapid evolution, OD users are both encouraged and confused at the same time. The challenge is to have the insight to get your feet wet and avoid getting soaked.

---
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Imagine a COBOL compiler that allowed more than one PROCEDURE DIVISION, allowed a table that was 16 million bytes long and allowed table entries with seven levels of subscripts or indexes. It is something that you no longer have to imagine because it actually exists. It is Release 3 of the IBM COBOL II compiler that was made available at the end of 1988.

Future programmers will have plenty of COBOL options to deal with. For present VS COBOL users, until Release 2 of COBOL II, the COBOL II Application Programming Guide made certain to explain and to chart the differences between VS COBOL and COBOL II. This was to ease conversions and to assist programmers in quickly finding the new features. Beginning with Release 3, these charts are gone. So many changes were made from Release 2 to Release 3, IBM now needs pages of charts to show the differences between the COBOL II releases themselves.

The COBOL II updates fall into one of three areas: old features that are eliminated, old features that are updated and new features that are added. This article will discuss these updates so that a programmer can migrate existing programs and code new programs in COBOL II. It will also discuss the changes that have been made in Release 3 of COBOL II. Unless otherwise noted, all discussions will be about Release 2 of COBOL II which is the version most widely used at the current time. Changes that are mainly pertinent to CICS will be discussed in the CICS section rather than in the general enhancement section of this article.

Eliminated Features

After issuing Release 1 of COBOL II, IBM saw that elimination of features is not taken lightly by users. Release 1 eliminated exponentiation, floating point data, complex occurs depending on usage and the APPLY WRITE-ONLY option. A number of features, including the four just mentioned, were reinstated in Release 2 of COBOL II. IBM termed the enhancements as, "functions identified by early users as key inhibitors to conversion of applications from OS/VS COBOL to VS COBOL II."

There are, however, a number of features that existed in VS COBOL that are not supported in COBOL II. Some clauses specific to ISAM and BDAM, such as NOMINAL KEY and TRACK-AREA, have been eliminated from COBOL II since these access methods are no longer supported. The entire Report Writer feature has been removed. While not commonly used, its removal does present a problem for converting those existing programs that do use the feature. Use of the WHEN phrase in the SEARCH statement now has added restrictions. If a table contains a key named KEY-FIELD and you wanted to code a SEARCH statement to check if it was equal to WORKING-STORAGE field MONTH-NAME, VS COBOL allowed either WHEN KEY-FIELD IS EQUAL TO MONTH-NAME or WHEN MONTH-NAME IS EQUAL TO KEY-FIELD. COBOL II only allows the first clause since it restricts the first field named in a WHEN condition to a key field and restricts the field being compared to as a non-key field.

The EXAMINE and TRANSFORM verbs have been removed. The INSPECT statement, which previously existed, now performs the function of the three verbs. To enable the INSPECT statement to han-
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dle all of the functions of EXAMINE and TRANSFORM, Release 3 now allows an unlimited number of TALLYING and REPLACING phrases, contains a CONVERTING phrase and allows multiple BEFORE and AFTER phrases.

EXHIBIT has been removed and its function is to be performed by the DISPLAY verb that existed in VS COBOL as well. In Release 3, the DISPLAY statement has been enhanced. It now allows the WITH NO ADVANCING clause that suppresses skipping to the next line when data is written. While the READY TRACE and RESET TRACE statements do not cause compilation errors, they do not serve any function in COBOL II. The MOVE statement options of CURRENT-DATE and TIME-OF-DAY have been removed and equivalent information can be obtained using the DATE and TIME options of the ACCEPT statement. In Release 3, the ACCEPT statement now has a DAY-OF-WEEK option which is self-explanatory. The REMARKS paragraph and NOTE statement have been eliminated; standard comments are to be used instead. The ON statement (for example, ON 1 GO TO FIRST-TIME) is no longer supported.

While not actually an eliminated feature, there are new "reserved words" in COBOL II. This can cause errors in programs that would have compiled correctly. For instance, if a program used a paragraph name of INITIALIZE or a DATA DIVISION field name of EVALUATE, these words will cause compilation errors since they are now COBOL II reserved words.

While the eliminated features do not cause any real restrictions for new programmers, they do cause considerable problems in converting VS COBOL programs to COBOL II. While the changes are not difficult, they are tedious and not preferred work by most programmers. Changes to CICS programs include all standard changes plus those specific to CICS.

There are, however, a number of conversion software products available to perform the conversion function for CICS as well as batch programs. IBM has its own COBOL and CICS/VS Command Level Conversion Aid. Other conversion programs include the CA-Optimizer from Computer Associates (Garden City, NY) and MHtran-2 from Prince Software Products (Mahwah, NJ). Any conversion aid should convert CICS as well as batch programs. It should also handle any software specific statements your company uses such as IDMS code and run with software products you have like VM, Panvalet or Librarian. Additionally, it should clearly flag any code that it is unsure how to convert and should ensure that any program not fully converted will compile with errors. This will prevent inadvertent runs of a partially converted program.

Updated Features

The next area of changes to be discussed will be the COBOL features that have been updated. The FILE STATUS has been expanded with the extended VSAM feedback area. In addition to the two byte file status that was previously used, an additional six byte VSAM status is available. The information consists of three two-byte binary fields and is only filled in when the file status is not zero. The first two bytes contain the VSAM return code (register 15). When the return
COBOL II

If the code is not zero, the following two fields are filled in. They contain the VSAM function code and the feedback code.

The internal processing of the OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause has been changed which may yield more efficient runs. COBOL II will perform the length computation of a data item defined with the OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause at the time the data item containing the clause is referenced. In VS COBOL, when the value of the object field of the clause was updated, the length of the data item was computed, regardless of whether or not the variable length data item was used. This meant that as you were continuously adding to the number of occurrences in the table, the table length computation would be computed each time. The VS COBOL length computation would be considerably more efficient if a variable length table was created once each time the program ran and was then repeatedly used. The new method is more efficient when the table length is constantly changing. It should be mentioned that while there is no way to increase the efficiency of the COBOL II method, the VS COBOL method could have been programmed efficiently by incrementing a data item that was not the object of the OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause and then moving this item to the object. The length computation would only be done when the move was done, not when the incrementing took place.

Conversions of floating point numbers have been enhanced to be more accurate in COBOL II. Be aware that results may actually differ from VS COBOL when floating point numbers are used. This may make it difficult to use automated procedures to do regression testing to verify that the VS COBOL and COBOL II versions of a program produce the same results.

The CALL statement in COBOL II allows the use of the BY CONTENT phrase to allow constants to be passed to another program and the BY CONTENT LENGTH OF phrase to allow the length of a data item to be passed to another program. Release 3 allows the BY CONTENT phrase to be used with data names as well as constants. If any data passed in the BY CONTENT phrase gets modified in the called program, its value is not affected in the calling program.

The PERFORM statement has often caused programmers confusion since conditions in the UNTIL clause were examined before the PERFORM was executed, not after it. COBOL II now allows the code to specify either WITH TEST BEFORE (the default if not coded, compatible with VS COBOL) or WITH TEST AFTER (which is easier to follow and will probably be used by the next generation of programmers). The PERFORM statement also allows the performed procedure to be coded in-line; the code to be performed is put directly after the PERFORM statement and the paragraph name to be performed is not coded.

Some error processing done by the compiler has become considerably more user friendly. For example, when you have an erroneous GO TO in a program, you might fall through the code beyond the last line in the program. In VS COBOL, this produced a 519 User ABEND. When the same condition occurs in COBOL II, an error message is produced that informs the programmer that the execution proceeded beyond the last line of the program.

Not only have the error messages produced by the compiler changed, but also the letter that indicates the severity has changed as well. The errors used to be, from least to most severe, W (Warning, return code of 4), C (Caution, RC=8), E (Error, RC=12) and D (Disaster, RC=16). The severity levels are now I (Informational, RC=0), W (Warning, RC=4), E (Error, RC=8), S (Severe, RC=12) and U (Unrecoverable, also called terminating, RC=16). Notice particularly that the term "Error" message has changed in meaning from a severe error to what used to be called a cautionary error.

A nice advantage in COBOL II is that a number of compiler limits have been expanded. A 77 level or 01 level may now be up to 16MB in length. Table entries may have a maximum length of 8MB. Elementary fields, previously limited to 32K, now also can be up to 16MB. The LINKAGE SECTION which supported up to 255 BLL cells (01 levels) now has no fixed upper limit.

COPY statement processing has been enhanced to allow nested COPYs, that is, a copy member may now contain COPY statements. This is allowed in many other languages and is a welcome addition to COBOL.

New Features

The INITIALIZE statement allows the initialization of an elementary or a group item with a single statement. It does not require that each individual elementary field within a group be listed. Each alphabetic, alphanumeric or alphanumeric-edited field is cleared to spaces while numeric, numeric-edited and floating-point items are cleared to zeros. The statement also allows specific values (if other than data (alphanumeric, numeric and so on) to be used, as well as allowing only certain types of

The INITIALIZE statement yields a nice advantage. If a data division copy member or a record description is modi-
fied with new or deleted fields, the INITIALIZE statement usually does not have to be updated. When the program is re-compiled, the new or deleted field will be recognized by the compiler. The only negative aspect of the statement is that a programmer can code a more efficient initialization routine. However, this would be at the expense of ease of maintenance.

The EVALUATE statement allows enhanced condition testing to simplify decision logic. In many cases it can replace nested IF statements. Figure 1 shows how an IF statement would look when converted into an EVALUATE statement.

The CONTINUE statement is a null statement that does not generate executable code. It can be used wherever the compiler syntax allows an imperative or conditional statement. Examples of its use are in an IF statement instead of a NEXT SENTENCE or in an EVALUATE statement where NEXT SENTENCE is not allowed.

Figure 2 shows the explicit scope terminators which have now been added to the compiler. What they basically do is show the end of a particular statement. While they are often used to improve program structure, they are valuable to turn conditional statements into imperative statements, allowing the statement to be nested. Figure 3 shows how a READ statement with an AT END clause can appear in the middle of nested IF statements — something that was not possible in VS COBOL.

Compiler Option Changes

The compiler options have changed considerably. The debugging facility has been revamped. This means that the COUNT, STATE, FLOW and SYMDUMP options no longer exist. The OS DECK option is not necessary and has been removed. The LISTER feature that included the LSTONLY and LSTCOMP options is no longer supported. While the listing produced by this feature was quite nice, the feature was not widely used. Also, the COBOL II compilation listing is improved over VS COBOL and contains some of the details produced by the LISTER feature.

The compiler listing of the Assembler language expansion of the source code now shows fields by their real names, not names like DNM = 1-245 that VS COBOL used. You, therefore, no longer have to cross reference the field names back to the Data Division Map. The error messages also include actual field names which make it considerably easier to fix compilation errors while working on a terminal and no listing is available. The data name cross reference now shows whether each use of a data field caused a modification of the field or is just a reference of the field. The procedure name cross reference shows whether a reference is due to a PERFORM or a GO TO.

I find it extremely annoying that, for no apparent reason, the names of a number of the COBOL II compiler options have been changed from their VS COBOL names. The SXREF option is now XREF and the VS COBOL XREF option (that produced a non-sorted cross reference) is no longer supported. A table of the main options that have had their names changed can be found in Figure 4.

A number of new compiler options have been added, the most important of which are SSRANGE, RENT, PFDSGN and FASTSRT. The SSRANGE option, which should have been included in COBOL years ago, checks subscripted areas, indexed areas and OCCURS DEPENDING ON areas to ensure that they do not exceed the storage size allotted to them by the compiler. Invalid values can cause storage overlays and/or protection exceptions (OC4s). For instance, if a one-dimensional table entry occurs 10 times and a program attempts to reference the 15th entry, an error message will be displayed. There is also an installation option that will terminate a program that gets this error.

However, the implementation of the SSRANGE option is somewhat bizarre. If it makes no sense to you, you are in excellent company. When the SSRANGE option is used in a compilation, each usage of a subscripted data name generates a call to a COBOL subroutine (an incredibly inefficient method). Furthermore, if a subscript is referenced on multiple statements within a paragraph and is not changed, the COBOL subroutine will be continually called to revalidate the subscript.

If it still makes sense to you, realize that the full extent of the absurdity of the SSRANGE option is yet to be described. When the INITIALIZE statement is used to clear a table, the code generated by the compiler continually calls the subscript range check routine to ensure that it is not
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outside of the table's limits! You must also realize that each subscript in a multi-subscripted table element is not checked for validity, only the resulting address. For instance, if a three dimensional table has a maximum subscript of (12, 10, 3) and you use a subscript that generates a value (1, 1, 6), no error will occur. Although one of the subscripts is outside its proper range, the address computed using all three subscripts will fall well inside the table limits.

The RENT option makes a program reentrant. This allows one copy of a program to be shared by many users, such as is the case with CICS programs. It is implemented by copying the areas of the COBOL program that get modified into a GETMAINed area. This includes the TGT and WORKING-STORAGE section. When the RENT option is used in conjunction with the DATA option, you may specify that program storage be acquired from unrestricted storage, either above or below the 16MB line.

PFDSGN is a new option that can make a program run more efficiently. It instructs the compiler that: your numeric fields have valid signs; and that the signs are F for unsigned fields and C or D for signed fields. Programmers often do not realize that A, C, E and F are positive signs while B and D are negative signs. None of these values will cause data exceptions (OC7s). However, when packed decimal calculations are performed on an IBM mainframe, the preferred signs of C and D are placed into the results. The NOPFDSGN option tells the compiler that numeric fields in a program do not necessarily have the preferred signs of F, C and D.

The PFDSGN option may not seem to be problematic until you realize that neither the PFDSGN nor NOPFDSGN will generate executable code with the same idiosyncrasies as the VS COBOL compiler. In Release 3, IBM has removed the PFDSGN and NOPFDSGN options. Their functionally equivalent counterparts in Release 3 are NUMPROC(PF) and NUMPROC(NOPF). In addition, as a migration aid, NUMPROC(MIG) has been added to request COBOL II to perform similar sign processing to VS COBOL.

The FASTSRT option allows a program to process a sort faster. This is accomplished by having the sort run external to the program rather than having every record funnel through the COBOL I/O routines. It, therefore, only works when a SORT statement contains either a USING or a GIVING clause. If the SORT statement contains an input procedure and an output procedure the FASTSRT option does not affect sort processing. In this case, FASTSRT does not cause an error if it is used as a compilation option. However, you do receive an information message that the fast sort was not done.

### COBOL II and CICS

COBOL II has lifted a number of restrictions that existed under VS COBOL CICS. The INSPECT and UNSTRING statements may now be used. STOP RUN may be coded and is equivalent to coding an EXEC CICS RETURN END-EXEC. The CALL statement can now be used to issue a static call from a COBOL II program to another COBOL II program or to an Assembler program. Dynamic calls are still not allowed.

The most dramatic change to coding CICS applications has come in BLL cell usage. The BLL cells are no longer coded and initialized and programs converted from VS COBOL to COBOL II must have their BLL structures removed from the LINKAGE SECTION. To enable the handling of BLL cells in a more structured method, enhancements were made to the COBOL II compiler.

Data fields may now be defined as USAGE IS POINTER. If a field is so defined, the field may not have a PICTURE clause. It generates a fullword containing an address and has an implicit PICTURE of S9(9) COMP. Pointer fields may only be used in the SET statement, in relation conditions and as parameters in a CALL statement. They may not have arithmetic performed upon them. If you wish to do arithmetic on the address contained in a pointer field, you can code a COMP field which REDEFINES the pointer and then perform computations on the redefined field.

The ADDRESS OF clause is an addition to the COBOL compiler. It may be used in a SET or CALL statement. The ADDRESS OF clause is used with data names that are 01 or 77 levels in the LINKAGE SECTION. It is basically a fancy way to refer to a BLL cell. As an example, if TABLE1-PTR is defined as USAGE IS POINTER and TABLE1 is an 01 level in the LINKAGE SECTION, SET TABLE1-PTR TO ADDRESS OF TABLE1 will move the value of the BLL cell used for addressability to TABLE1 to field TABLE1-PTR. When used in a CALL statement, the ADDRESS OF clause can be used to pass an address of

data, rather than the data itself, to another program.

The changes mentioned above led to the change in the SET parameter used in CICS commands. The syntax in CICS using VS COBOL was SET(TABLE1-BLL-CELL). The new syntax is SET(ADDRESS OF TABLE1) or SET(TABLE1-PTR). Programmers no longer have to worry about LINKAGE SECTION fields that are greater than 4096 bytes which required more than one BLL cell to be initialized. This is taken care of automatically by the COBOL II compiler. In addition to the updates to the SET options, CICS programs must also eliminate any other references to BLL cells. Statements like ADD 4046 TABLE1-BLL-CELL2, to address an area greater than 4096 bytes, should be deleted.

For efficiency reasons, the COBOL II SET statement should be used instead of the CICS ADDRESS statement whenever possible. For example, SET ADDRESS OF TABLE1 TO TABLE1-PTR should be coded instead of EXEC CICS ADDRESS SET(ADDRESS OF TABLE1) USING (TABLE1-PTR) END-EXEC.

The LENGTH OF clause is a new feature that allows a program to access the length of any data field. Like address fields, lengths have implicit definitions of S9(9) COMP. While the LENGTH OF clause is defined under the CALL statement in the COBOL II manual, it may be used in any statement that allows a numeric data item, except that it cannot be used as a receiving field or as a subscript. When the length of a table entry is requested, a subscript need not be supplied and the length returned will be of a single occurrence.

The LENGTH OF clause has enhanced COBOL/CICS processing. When the FROM and INTO options are used in an EXEC CICS command, the LENGTH, FLENGTH, FROMLENGTH, MAXLENGTH, MAXFLENGTH, DESTIDLENGTH and VOLUMELENGTH no longer have to be coded. However, these options can still be coded if you wish to use a length other than the defined length of a data field.

Note that the ADDRESS OF, the USAGE IS POINTER and the LENGTH OF clauses may also be used by batch COBOL II programs.

### Other Release 3 Changes

Not only have a number of new features been added to Release 3 of COBOL II, but also there are a number of state-
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ments which execute differently between Release 2 and Release 3 of COBOL II. An option of CMPR2 has been added to Release 3 that when used allows a Release 2 program without modifications to execute under Release 3 with the same results. When this option is used, many new features of Release 3 are not available to the program.

I will briefly mention a number of statements that function differently between the two releases. When a field is checked for ALPHABETIC, lower case letters will now make the test true while in the past only upper case letters satisfied the test. Intermediate results on MULTIPLY and DIVIDE statements used to cause an ON SIZE ERROR whereas they do not in Release 3. When a group item has a subordinate data item containing the OCCURS DEPENDING clause and the field defining the number of occurrences is defined within the same group item, the maximum length of the group item may be used for the move. When this is not the case, the compiler will issue a message indicating that the actual rather than the maximum length is being used. In this case, the field defining the number of occurrences must be set prior to the move to the group item.

Another change in Release 3 is in the state of PERFORM ranges in a called program. In Release 3, all PERFORM ranges are re-initialized upon each entry and PERFORMs will execute as if the program was called for the first time. In Release 2, PERFORMs were left in their last-used state when a GOBACK was issued. While this change normally will not cause any changes in execution, poor programming techniques such as exiting PERFORMed paragraphs with a GO TO or GOBACK before they finish execution, could lead to programs that will behave differently.

Among the most interesting features added to Release 3 is the EXTERNAL attribute. If many programs wish to use the same field, such as a count of the number of records read, they may all share the same field without passing it between programs. As an example, if the READ and WRITE statements in each program will all access the same file.

Among the most enigmatic enhancements to the COBOL II compiler is the concept of nested programs, the ability to code multiple PROCEDURE DIVISIONs within a single program. Most programmers have enough of a problem coding one PROCEDURE DIVISION in a program. The new implementation allows multiple IDENTIFICATION DIVISIONs and END PROGRAM statements indicating where each nested program begins and ends. While a CALL to a nested program will function with the efficiency of a PERFORM rather than a CALL, which is quite good, I see this nested program feature adding to the complexity of COBOL code, not diminishing it. The complexity includes the understanding of COMMON nested programs which may be called by all programs within the nested structure and GLOBAL variables which may be used by all of the nested programs.

It is interesting that the syntax of a compiler statement got updated because so many programmers kept making the same coding mistake. While ADD A B GIVING C was correct syntax, ADD A TO B GIVING C was not. The TO verb may now be used in an ADD statement with the GIVING option. IBM could have left the statement as a syntax error but since it had only caused a warning message in VS COBOL and was causing a severe error in Release 2 of COBOL II, IBM had to make another change.

The symbols <= and >= may now be used to signify LESS THAN OR EQUAL and GREATER THAN OR EQUAL. The colon ':', formally not a valid character in COBOL code, is now allowed as a separator character. It is used in what the COBOL II manual calls reference modification. This feature allows part of a data item to be used without defining the breakdown of the data item in the DATA DIVISION. It may only be used with DISPLAY fields and has the format DATA-FIELD (x:y) where x is the beginning character position to be used in DATA-FIELD and y is the number of bytes. For example, MOVE FIELD1 (3:7) to FIELD2 will move the third through ninth bytes of FIELD1 to FIELD2.

As I have previously mentioned, tables may be defined with up to seven levels of subscripting or indexing. Subscripts and indexes may now both be coded in the same statement to access a data item. Also, subscripts may now be coded in the form of "SUBSCRIPT + x" or "SUBSCRIPT - x", where x is an integer. This form of coding had previously only been allowed for indexes. The VALUE clause may now be specified on a field that contains an OCCURS clause or a field subordinate to a data item containing an OCCURS clause. When the VALUE clause is used on a data item that occurs many times, each occurrence is set to the value coded.

Numeric edited items may now be decimal, allowing a numeric edited field to be moved to a numeric field. COBOL code may be in both upper and lower case (lower case was only previously allowed in literals) with the compiler making no differentiation between upper and lower case letters (except in literals). Non-numeric literals may now be specified in hexadecimal.

The AWO compiler option is a nice addition to Release 3. It is used for efficient processing of blocked variable length output records and serves the equivalent function of the APPLY WRITE-ONLY clause. A program can run more efficiently by recompiling it with the AWO option rather than having to change the program itself. Restrictions in VS COBOL for files processed with APPLY WRITE-ONLY have been eliminated in COBOL II.

The TRUNC and NOTRUNC options have been removed and are replaced with TRUNC(STD), TRUNC(OPT) and TRUNC(BIN). The TRUNC(STD) option works the same way the NOTRUNC option used to work. The TRUNC(BIN) option is a new feature, allowing a binary field to be truncated based upon the maximum value in the binary field (halfword, fullword, doubleword), not the maximum value based upon the PICTURE clause. The TRUNC(OPT) option was added for performance reasons to generate the most efficient code, either truncating to the length of the PICTURE clause or the binary field. This option should only be used when a program's logic never allows the value of binary fields to exceed the number of digits defined in their PICTURE clauses.

Unexpected And Concealed COBOL II Differences

Most of the COBOL II changes discussed so far are highlighted in charts in the IBM COBOL II manuals. However, the differences between VS COBOL and COBOL II that are not clearly defined will be covered in a later issue.
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Should DB2 Be Your DBMS Of Choice?

By Joel S. Goldstein

There are presently four times as many DB2 licenses as there were three years ago. Some say it is because DB2 and SQL are major components of the Systems Application Architecture (SAA) and SAA is IBM's strategic direction.

Management has become increasingly aware of the actual value of data and the need to access it without waiting weeks or months for new programs and systems. Relational systems, like DB2, provide the facility for combining and extracting data from many different tables and creating new sets of data to satisfy almost any reporting requirement. SQL provides a high level access to data, and, depending on the requirements and application, may be executed without the need of a surrounding application program. Additionally, one SQL statement can perform the work of hundreds or thousands of database calls for a non-relational DBMS.

The primary benefits of DB2 could be summarized this way:

- Access to data without waiting for application programs to be written
- Significant productivity improvements
- Ease of creating tables and creating new relationships from existing tables
- Ability to modify existing data tables without affecting existing queries
- It is easy for people to visualize a tabular data organization.

Everything has a price and a cost/benefit tradeoff that should not be ignored. In many aspects, this is a bit of deja vu.

Some History

At the beginning of the last decade, IMS was the hot product. Some of IBM's major marketing points for IMS were data independence, increased productivity, elimination of redundant data and the programmer did not have to know the physical structure of the database. All of this was true — if you took the statements with a couple of pounds of salt. The salt was, and still is, the performance implications of logical relationships that eliminated data redundancy; the inefficient processing sequences of programmers that were not properly trained because it was not necessary; and the hordes of programmers who immediately became database administrators as soon as they learned how to spell IMS. Similar scenarios now occur daily in the DB2 arena; the basic flaws, such as using the DB2 defaults for Close-rule and Validate, occur as often as poor table design and inefficient SQL.

Present and Future

Coding SQL is like writing a sentence using English. Anybody can do it. Right? Well, SQL can be many times more powerful than a DL/1 call to an IMS database. Potentially, one SQL request can retrieve or update every row in a table. It can JOIN the data from many tables based on simple or complex criteria. The difference between an incorrectly and a correctly coded SQL statement is the difference between a couple of seconds of CPU usage and many minutes of CPU usage. A simple SQL statement that is properly coded often executes in less than .1 seconds in a transaction processing environment. Obviously, these transactions are not scanning large tables or updating many rows. The elapsed time and resources consumed bears a direct relationship to the amount of work — no matter which DBMS we are using.

I do not consider the DB2 Catalog tables to be large when many application data tables contain several million rows. Quite recently I had a call from someone who was executing a query against the DB2 catalog and could not understand why the query needed many minutes to complete. A quick look through an on-line monitor showed that the query had already caused 90,000 GETPAGES, used almost two minutes of CPU time and was still running. Since this was a fairly busy DB2 system, I cancelled the query. An evaluation of the SQL indicated that it was JOINing five tables and some of them did not have an index. The major concern is not the elapsed processing time for this particular query. The concern is the impact upon the rest of the DB2 user community and the balance of the work on the processor that includes several IMS copies, many TSO users and a wide variety of batch jobs.
COULD YOU USE A LITTLE HELP MANAGING YOUR DL/1 DATABASE?

Is the time consuming management of your databases keeping you from more important tasks, like your conversion to DB2? Are you too busy to monitor those databases as closely as you would like? Then you need Data Base Control (DBC™) from Boole & Babbage.

DBC actually takes over the burdensome, and often neglected, task of ongoing DL/1 database monitoring. It eliminates the need for you to pore through the stacks of statistical reports that often hide critical performance indicators. When there is a problem, DBC pinpoints its location, so you don't waste time looking for problems where none exist. And DBC even saves machine time by reducing SMU runs up to 90%.

DBC provides threshold monitoring, alerting you to performance or space related problems only when they're serious enough to require action... and before performance degrades. DBC even lets you set the warning thresholds, so you can tailor your monitoring to the specific characteristics of your database. Which lets you define what conditions constitute a problem.

In short, DBC is like having full-time assistants who recognize and react to problems as you would. So your database administration is more productive and more efficient. The result is a more stable IMS environment, maximum availability and greater control of your database.

Get the help you need to get control of your database administration. Call to arrange a free demonstration of DBC, today. Call Marty Johnson: in California, 800-624-5566. Outside California, 800-822-6653.

Boole & Babbage, Inc., 510 Oakmead Parkway, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

DBC is a trademark of Schumann Consulting Group, Inc.
Perception vs. Reality

Similar dilemmas have been faced for almost two decades. A business requirement to retrieve several records from a database of several million — the answer set is small but the processing requirements might be unbearable. The key to success for any database application is the technical knowledge of how the DBMS works — what is efficient and what is not efficient. Reality is the amount of work (processing cost) to produce the answer and the business requirements must justify the value of the answer based on the processing cost to produce it.

Some points cannot be emphasized strongly enough; so, sometimes it is necessary to be deliberately redundant. The critical factors in the success or failure of any system are the application and database design. Proper and efficient design demands a high level of technical knowledge. Real knowledge derived by practical experience is the basis for success. Simply reading the manuals and understanding the theory will lead you directly into a black hole.

Everyone has his favorite war stories. Here is one of mine. Over a dozen years ago, I received a contract to investigate performance problems with a large IMS manufacturing application. This was strictly a batch system. How bad can batch performance be? The overnight window was 12 hours. Benchmarks indicated that it would require more than 400 hours to process the nightly batch work. The design problem was classic.

The designers had read the manuals, taken an application programming course and designed the application. They had swallowed one of the selling criteria for IMS. They had completely eliminated all data redundancy. All the databases had multiple Logical Relationships. It was an interesting two weeks. This was the most extensive and complete set of application documentation I had ever seen. Every program had a complete call schematic for every function it could perform. Based on the known IMS instruction path lengths for the calls and the path lengths for I/O instructions, a simple pencil and paper calculation could predict the elapsed time for any program within five to nine percent. The solution to the problem? It was shown (via calculations) that creating some database data redundancy would allow processing to complete within the overnight window with a couple of hours to spare. Unfortunately, it would have required thousands of man hours to modify the programs and databases. Therefore, the entire project was scrapped.

How Is This Relevant To DB2?

More information was available about IMS internal processing. It was known exactly how data would be accessed and the access path and method could be controlled. There are levels of variables that determine the DB2 path length for a call before data is accessed and significant differences when data is qualified in the RDS instead of the Data Manager. The access path for rows of data can be affected; however, the Optimizer selects the actual access method and criteria. Using the EXPLAIN facility shows how the data will be retrieved. This should be mandatory for all SQL! Often, restructuring the SQL or using redundant predicates can force the Optimizer to select a better access path. This is especially true when using static SQL with host variables. When the Optimizer sees host variables, it does not know the actual predicate values and makes default decisions based on catalog statistics and its filter factors regarding the number of pages that may have to be accessed. A query that can be satisfied efficiently through a non-matching index scan might be processed as a tablespace scan at a higher processing cost. A thorough discussion of the Optimizer, how it functions, the criteria it uses and the effects of varying query structures upon its access path decisions could more than fill this entire magazine.

The Cinderella Analogy

Based on the assumption that everyone saw this movie in their youth, What was the significance of the glass slipper? Quite simply, if it fit the foot, the scullery maid became the princess. If your next large application uses DB2, will its success turn you into today’s equivalent of royalty?

Think back to the movie. Remember the nasty step-sister trying to cram that size-10 foot into the size-five slipper? If it had not popped out, it still would not have been possible for her to walk. This same effect will occur if your application really does not fit a relational implementation under DB2. Some applications fit perfectly, most can work well and occasionally there will be some that do not belong in a relational DBMS.

The Answer?

Should DB2 become your corporate DBMS of choice? It depends. What will this statement mean, what impact will it have and how will it be implemented? The flexibility, ease of access and productivity improvements of DB2 are needed.

There must be hardware cost considerations. The use of DB2 will require at least two and one-half times the processor resource as the same application using IMS. It will also require more expanded memory for large buffer pools. The additional hardware costs will, initially, expand at a faster rate than had been expected using older DBMS technology.

Overall, the critical factor is how the statement DBMS of choice is issued and implemented. It requires two clearly defined understandings for success.

■ Every new application should look at DB2 first with the understanding that some applications are not suitable for DB2 implementations.

■ People with adequate levels of technical expertise in both DB2 and the alternative DBMS being considered shall have a major voice in the decision. Also, the decision will be based upon both technical criteria and business requirements.

So, at last the answer is — yes, it should be the choice. However, this is dependent on the acceptance and understanding that some new applications really should not use DB2 at this time.

For those who should not use DB2 right now, they can be designed to minimize a future conversion. This can be accomplished using structured programming techniques, not black box DBMS interface modules with their additional levels of overhead and processing inefficiencies.
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Great quotes heard by the "Why did I get into data processing?" school of thought are, "Your charge-back system stinks — it bills me a different amount every time I run a job," "I want to run all my jobs on the 3090 instead of the 3084 because it costs less," "Your new operating system stinks — now my jobs cost twice as much to run," "You were overcharging me before the new operating system was put in because now my jobs cost half as much," "Can't you get anything right?" "It wasn't like this back in the good, old 158 days," "Why can't you just charge in 158 hours?"!!!

If you have heard comments like these, continue reading! This article discusses the reasons for differing charges based on CPU time used. (The discussion could continue if I also took on I/O charges and storage charges. However, for now I will concentrate on CPU variiances.) While I have used MVS for most of my examples, the concepts apply to both VM and VSE.

A fact of life: CPU time varies from one run to the next even when using the same program and the same data. This generally plays havoc with charge-back systems. Take a look at some CPU variability in two cases: a stand-alone benchmark situation and a normal multiprogramming environment with other jobs running. In both cases, assume that you want to evaluate a job that uses the same data every run.

**Stand-alone Benchmark**

Most people do not have the luxury of running a stand-alone benchmark test. However, variabilities still exist due to the hardware microcode and software differences. Hardware variabilities exist due to: instruction speeds, pipelining (based on Translation Lookaside Buffers (TLBs) and CPU cache buffers) and multiprocessing effects. Software differences occur because of the software releases, program location, product changes, software parameters and configuration differences.

**Instruction Speeds**

Each processor has a given speed for a single cycle with the more expensive processors having faster cycle speeds. However, this is not a true indication of instruction speed since instructions can take a single cycle or multiple cycles. Additionally, vendors do not use the same microcode for instructions so one vendor may have fast addition and move instructions while another vendor has faster multiplies and branch instructions. Given two programs (like benchmark programs), some will run faster on the first processor while the other will run faster on the second processor simply because of the mix of instructions. In fact, some well-known benchmark tests, such as Whetstone and Megaflops, attempt to provide a mix of instructions to test all processors. (Note: beware of benchmark tests provided by vendors — they know which instructions run better on their machines!) Unfortunately, standard benchmarks do not adequately match your environment. As an example, most COBOL applications consist of 50 percent code that moves data to and from memory (rather than in registers). Therefore, COBOL applications do better on processors that have fast memory move instructions.

The reason that "MIP" ratings (Millions of Instructions Per Second) are distrusted is that the rate depends on which instructions are being executed. What can you do? Run your own tests based on selected samples of your workload and compare the results. Speaking of MIPs, you have probably noticed that some vendors are refusing to rate their machines in MIPs anymore because of the variability of the instruction speeds and other factors. IBM, however, does publish a factor that is used to determine Service Units (SU). SUs were designed to be machine independent measurements of resource usage: CPU, I/O and memory. The MVS Initialization and Tuning Guide from IBM
gives SU rates per CPU second for each processor. For example, the SU rate for a 3084-QX (single-image) is 373.8 SU/second while a 3090-400E (single-image) is 700.0 SU/second (an 87 percent improvement). It is interesting to note that some reports list the 3084-QX as a 29.1 MIP machine and the 3090-400E as a 61.5 MIP machine (a 111 percent improvement).

Pipelining

Hardware vendors have implemented two primary techniques for increasing the effective speed of a given CPU: lookahead processing and buffering. Look-ahead processing refers to the simultaneous processing of an instruction and the decoding of the next instruction(s). Some processors are more effective than others on this, partly due to the use of TLBs (buffers of frequently-used or previously-used addresses). Obviously, a larger TLB will allow faster translation of addresses. Some programs take more advantage of this fact than others due to the way they are written. Programs with little branching make effective use of look-ahead processing. ("GOTOLESS" programming, however, still results in many, many branches.)

Cache buffers (also called high speed buffers) are used to store real storage memory during execution. In the older processors, code could be executed from either cache or real memory but many new processors require that all addresses be contained in cache before execution. The difference in speed between an access in cache and real storage can vary from two to 18 times as fast (a recent IBM presentation showed a one-to-16 ratio on a 3090). Cache is an expensive memory storage and varies by the CPU. For example, a 3084-QX has a cache of 64K while a 3090-400 has a cache size of 256K. Obviously if a program has a small "locality of reference" (that is, references few 4K blocks), all references could be within cache and take one-sixteenth the time on a 3090. A program with a "large locality of reference" might require all references outside of cache and result in much larger CPU time. Therefore, if you run a program on two machines with different size caches, some programs will run better and others will not.

Cache is used by several processes and if cache is needed by another program, the first program’s buffers may be overlaid in cache and it will have to go back to referencing real storage. Other programs in the system will cause this, as well as interrupts on the system (such as I/O interrupts and timer interrupts).

Multiprocessing Effects

In a uni-processor, a single CPU executes code from a single operating system. All code is available to the CPU. On a single-image multiprocessor (such as a dyadic or a quad), multiple CPUs use a single copy of the operating system but must single-thread through some parts of the code (you would not want to "dispatch" the same job on two processors!). The MVS implementation of single-threading is the use of "locks," essentially a flag that indicates the code is in use. When the lock is held by one CPU, the other CPU typically "spins" or loops until the lock is freed. Because of this competition, a portion of the CPU time reported in an MP mode is due to the spin code and will result in a higher amount of CPU time recorded. To adjust for this effect, the service rate assigned by IBM is adjusted depending on the number of processors. For example, MVS/XA assumes 100 percent for a single processor, 93 percent for two processors, 88 percent for three, 85 percent for four, 80 percent for five and 76 percent for six. Additionally, machines can be run in partitioned mode rather than single-image. In this case, there is often cross system or interprocessor communication that causes interruptions to the CPUs. Because of this effect, IBM has assigned different service unit rates to machines running in single-image versus partitioned (3090-400E single-image is 700.0 SU/second and partitioned is 765.88). Note that these effects are taken into account in the calculation of service units but not in the case of CPU time which will vary, much to your chagrin!

Software Releases

Some changes in CPU measurements occur because of changes in the measurement tools. For example, measurement of overall CPU time in MVS changed from sampling to actual measurements of wait time in one release while other releases captured more of the consumed CPU time in separate fields. In order to understand the CPU measurements, you must first understand the operating system that is in use.

A good example of the result of changes in releases occurs because of the use of Cross-Memory Services (XMS). Prior to MVS/SP 1.3, most communication between address spaces was done via the use of Service Request Blocks (SRBs) and CPU time for this processing is reported as "SRB time." MVS/SP 1.3 introduced XMS which allows a program to access another job without an SRB (so time is now reported under "TCB" time). As new releases of the operating system and products running under that operating system such as CICS, IMS and so on convert to using XMS instead of SRBs, the recorded CPU time moves from SRB time to TCB time (it is like magic!).

The changes are not over. For installations moving to MVS/ESA, there is now additional time to account for such as the time spent in addressing hyperspaces (this CPU time is recorded under separate fields in SMF).

Program Location

While the software may not change, the location of the operating system programs and the user’s programs may affect CPU time. For example in MVS if a program is located in PLPA, the CPU time is less than if it is located in SYS1.LINKLIB. A new release of a product could move modules from one location to another. Additionally, the size of PLPA or SYS1.LINKLIB and its concatenations could affect CPU time due to the search time of the directories. Use of STEPLIB or JOBLIB can also impact CPU time, even if the program is not found (especially if the program is not found).

Product Changes

New releases of products can impact CPU timing as much as operating system releases as shown before. You should also consider changes within your installation. Have you installed a new release of a product, changed the operational parameters of a product, installed a new product (such as an on-line monitor) or installed installation changes? A rewrite or addition of an SMF exit can impact everyone’s CPU time!

Software Parameters

Several parameters specified by the installation can affect the total amount of CPU time used. Without going into detail, I will mention some of the parameters in MVS that can impact the CPU time consumed by jobs or by the entire operating system: RMF cycle time, RMF recording time, SRM invocation time, SRM dispatch algorithms, SMF recording parameters, SRM balancing algorithms, swapping parameters, JES parameters and so on.
Remote printing on a PC without a single compromise.

Until now you've had to rely on a S/36 or AS/400® to deliver remote printing. Now a PC with BARR software and adapter sustains print speeds of 6,000 lines-per-minute and line speeds of 128,000 bits-per-second. Only BARR maintains all this performance with the reliability and ease of use PC users expect.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocols</th>
<th>Host Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNA RJE with Multiple Sessions</td>
<td>JES2 DOS/POWER CDC NOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASP – BSC Multileaving</td>
<td>JES3 RSCS VS1/RES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Configuration

The amount of real storage, expanded storage, solid-state storage, page dataset placement, swap dataset placement, channel balancing and so on can also have a great impact on the amount of CPU time consumed. Although some measurement tools, such as SMF, attempt to separate the system CPU time from the program CPU time, the tools are not always precise. A change in any of these configuration aspects will cause a change in total CPU time and may impact program time.

Multiprogramming Environment

Assume that you cannot or do not want to run benchmarks. What variation will you see if the same job is run on a machine with multiple jobs? The variations can be due to impact on cache buffers due to other programs or interrupts and queue searching and program differences.

Cache Buffers

If multiple jobs are in the system, while one job is waiting for an I/O or other request, another job is dispatched. While that job is dispatched, its storage references are overlaying cache with its memory. If the first program is then dispatched, few if any references will be from cache and will consume more CPU time to move them from real memory. This means that more programs in the machine will lead to a higher amount of CPU time consumed by a job! Additionally, more jobs produce more I/O and timer interrupts. Each interrupt causes a branch to the interrupt handlers who need to use cache. This means that more programs in the machine will lead to a higher amount of CPU time consumed by a job! Sound familiar?

Queue Searching

Much of the normal processing for a job consists of searching queues of control blocks. Examples of these control blocks include storage control blocks for GETMAINs, enqueue control blocks (although since MVS/SP 1.3, this is now improved by hashing), write-to-operator buffers, VTAM control blocks, JES control blocks, SRM control blocks, device allocation and so on. This means that more programs in the machine will lead to a higher amount of CPU time consumed by a job! Do you start to get the picture? You should realize that many of these queues do not always shrink to their original size. They simply continue to grow. For example, GETMAINs from Common Serv-

Program Differences

I have mainly discussed CPU variability if the program does not change. But there are many things you can do to a program that will impact CPU time. These include: changes in the compiler version or compiler options; changes in the amount of data processed; changes in the organization or location of files; blocksize of files; number of file buffers; and so on.

Summary

The purpose of this article was to explain why variations occur in CPU timing. It does not answer the question of how to change it. You cannot! The position I have heard from IBM (and I believe it) is that the overhead of adequately measuring CPU time is greater than the benefits of accurate reporting. Their stance has been that charging users on CPU time or any other resource is unfair. You should be charging on the service provided. For example, you know that you pay 10 cents per check to a bank; the user should be able to pay 50 cents per payroll inquiry! Unfortunately, this is easier said than done!
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System Modification Program/Extended (SMP/E) is an IBM software product that has the purpose of maintaining the code for an installed operating system and its ancillary features. Although SMP/E was developed to maintain IBM system software, it is readily adapted to other uses. One of SMP/E's strengths is the ability to track the relationships between software components. This is a capability that can be put to use in a variety of ways, one of which is described here.

Recently the Automobile Club of Southern California installed a software product that is closely tied to the internal architecture of a particular operating system component. Thus, the software product has to be updated when changes are made to the system component. What was needed, in effect, was some sort of automated tickler to indicate when this situation arose. The technique that was developed (using SMP/E) is the subject of this article.

The remainder of the article consists of four parts. First is a description of the problem that prompted development of the technique described. This is followed by an explanation of the technique itself and the SMP/E features it utilizes. The coding details are then illustrated, after which I conclude with some thoughts on maintenance.

The Problem

Some time ago, VPS from Levi, Ray & Shoup, Inc. (Springfield, IL) was installed. VPS is a software product that provides an interface to remote 327x printers. While installing VPS, Technical Services elected to include several user exit routines, two of which use data generated by JES2, a subsystem of the MVS/XA operating system. These two exits use certain JES2 macros to determine the format of the JES2 data areas they access, so they must be assembled using the JES2 macros. This in turn means that whenever JES2 is updated, the VPS exits may need to be reassembled.

Rather than rely on calendar type ticklers or fallible human memory, my colleagues and I wished to develop a mechanism that would react to JES2 macro changes by generating some sort of non-ignorable reminder to reassemble the affected VPS exits. As it turned out, we were able to go one better: a technique was developed to exploit the features of SMP/E, so that whenever one of the macros used by the VPS exits is modified, the exits are reassembled automatically.

The Solution

In order to make our scheme work, SMP/E had to be made to do two things: store the VPS exits' source code in the SMP/E environment (so SMP/E could assemble it when necessary) and identify the macros used by the exits (so SMP/E could determine when a reassembly was necessary). I will describe the method for accomplishing these two objectives in a moment. First, however, a brief digression is in order to review the key features of SMP/E that I will refer to.

SMP/E maintains a database called the Consolidated Software Inventory (CSI) that is essentially a repository of status information for the software under SMP/E control. The software itself is stored in Partitioned Dataset (PDS) libraries; only the status and control information is kept in the CSI. There are many types of records, called entries, in the CSI; three types are of particular concern to us. These are SRC (source) entries, MAC (macro) entries and ASSEM (assembly) entries.

The SRC and MAC entries describe, respectively, source code modules and macros which are stored in libraries controlled by SMP/E. The ASSEM entry will be discussed later.

SMP/E has specific packaging requirements for software that it controls. Software and software modifications not produced by IBM are typically introduced into SMP/E in the form of a USERMOD or User Modification. This is the packaging method used for our VPS exits. The actual USERMOD consists of the source code for the exits as well as some JCL to be scanned by SMP/E with appropriate SMP/E instructions embedded at the proper places.

There are three SMP/E commands which are significant for the purpose of this article. They are RECEIVE, APPLY and UCLIN commands.

The RECEIVE command simply tells SMP/E to load the USERMOD into a temporary work area where it is saved. At this time, SMP/E does some rudimen-
tary editing and validation of the USERMOD to ensure that it is packaged with valid format and syntax. The APPLY command is then used to actually install the USERMOD. The APPLY command is central to the technique because this is what causes SMP/E to create, in the CSI, the control information that makes the technique work.

APPLY processing causes the source code for the exits to be stored in an SMP/E-controlled library. At the same time, SRC entries are built in the CSI specifying where the source code was stored so SMP/E can locate it later.

APPLY also causes SMP/E to look for a ++JCLIN statement in the USERMOD. Following the ++JCLIN statement is the JCL for a link-edit job step, an IEBCOPY job step and two assembly job steps. This JCL is not actually executed by the system; rather, it is scanned by SMP/E to extract needed information about the structure and contents of the software being installed. The linkage editor JCL tells SMP/E how to link-edit the VPS exits, that is, what to name the load modules and which load library to store them in. SMP/E records this information in the CSI and uses it when performing reassemblies. The IEBCOPY step tells SMP/E which library to store the SRC (source) members in.

The assembly job steps are the real key to the technique because they include a copy of the actual source code for the exits. SMP/E reads the source code and scans it, searching for references to macros. As a result of this processing, SMP/E does two things.

1. It builds an ASSEM entry in the CSI for each exit. The ASSEM entry contains the actual source code for the exit.
2. For each macro detected in the source code, SMP/E locates the appropriate MAC entry in the CSI and adds to it a subentry that identifies the corresponding ASSEM entry. These subentries are extremely important because their presence means that in the future, whenever a change is made to one of these macros, the code in the ASSEM entry will be automatically reassembled and re-linked.

Finally, a UCLIN command is used to delete the ASSEM entries from the CSI. At first blush this may sound rather strange — why delete the entries everyone just went to such great pains to create?

The answer lies in the way SMP/E reassembles source code. When SMP/E decides, due to a macro change, to reassemble one of the exits, it looks for the ASSEM entry which is named by the MAC entry. If the ASSEM entry does not exist, SMP/E will look for a SRC element by the same name and assemble that instead.

Remember that the ASSEM entries contain the actual source code to be assembled. This means that if the source code is of any real length (and these exits are), the entries take up a great deal of space in the CSI. Furthermore, the ASSEM entries are redundant because corresponding SRC modules were installed at the same time. Thus, since the ASSEM entries waste CSI space and are not needed, they are deleted and that completes the installation of the USERMOD.

Coding Details

Figure 1 uses a slightly simplified example (a single exit routine) to illustrate...
the USERMOD coding. This is the raw input which SMP/E sees at RECEIVE
time. The line numbers do not appear in
the actual code; they are included for ease of
discussion.

Line one shows the USERMOD state-
ment. The name assigned to the USER-
MOD is in parentheses and is required.
This name is selected according to SMP/
E naming conventions and local shop
standards. ABC1234 is an arbitrary name
required so SMP/E can verify that this
USERMOD is being installed in the cor-
rect environment. Z038 tells SMP/E that
its components. The FMID or “function
ID” (HJE2221 in the example) specifies
the current version of JES2.

This copy of the source code (two copies
are present in the USERMOD) is the
one which SMP/E will store in a source
library.

The remainder of the USERMOD (after
line five) consists of JCL and text to be
scanned by SMP/E. The JCL in the
example includes three job steps. The first
is an assembly step; the source code is
inserted (again) at line eight. This copy
of the source code is the one which
SMP/E will scan to determine macro de-
pendencies and which will be stored in an
ASSEM entry in the CSI.

The link-edit step beginning at line 10
tells SMP/E where to store the assembled
and linked load module and what to name
it. SMP/E uses the IEBCOPY step start-
ing at line 16 to determine which library
to store the SRC module in.

Three SMP/E commands are needed to
install the USERMOD. First is the RE-
CEIVE command, which looks like this:
RECEIVE SOURCEID(USR0001).

There are a number of operands which
can be coded on the RECEIVE command.
All of them are optional, however, as long
as the USERMOD is the only input. The
SOURCEID operand serves to stamp the
USERMOD with the label USRO001 for
control and audit purposes.

Once the RECEIVE is run successfully,
the APPLY command is issued:
APPLY S(ABC1234).

This command tells SMP/E to install
USERMOD ABC1234. This triggers the
processing described earlier (scanning the
JCLIN and storing the SRC members in
the appropriate library).

The final step is the UCLIN command
which consists of three lines:
UCLIN.
DEL ASSEM (EXIT001).
ENDUCL.

SMP/E now knows which macros are
used by the exit. Whenever one of the
macros is updated, SMP/E will assemble
and link the affected exit automatically.

Ongoing Maintenance

As is always the case, installation is
only part of the job. Provision must be
made for ongoing maintenance. While the
technique described here definitely helps,
it solves only one-half of the maintenance
problem. Changes to the macros will au-
tomatically update the exits, true, but
SMP/E has no way of automatically
knowing when the exits themselves
change! Thus, it is still necessary to re-
member to reinstall the USERMOD when
new versions of the exits are imple-
mented.

The reinstallation process is fairly
straightforward. Use the RESTORE com-
mand of SMP/E (not illustrated here) to
remove or deinstall the USERMOD.
Then, repackage the USERMOD with
fresh copies of the exits’ source code and
repeat the installation process described above.

**Concluding Thoughts**

The SMP/E commands used in this article offer numerous features and options which were deliberately omitted. The purpose of this article was to describe a concept, not to explore SMP/E’s many intricate coding possibilities. Thus, the coding details have been kept simple for illustrative purposes. When constructing input for SMP/E, the IBM manuals should always be used as the “Bible.” (The basic SMP/E reference manual is IBM order number SC28-1107, System Modification Program Extended Reference.)

Similarly, the technique illustrated in this article is only one of many ways in which SMP/E can be put to use managing non-IBM software. In fact, this technique is not the only way to achieve the limited objective stated in this article. Another method would be to load the entire software product (not just a few exit routines) into the SMP/E environment. Doing this, as one might expect, yields significantly greater control and increased flexibility in managing installed software at the price of requiring a bit more SMP/E expertise.

SMP/E is a complex tool with a rich repertoire of features and capabilities. Properly exploited, it can give an installation a degree of control over critical software that is rarely achieved otherwise.
Workload Trend Analysis

A capacity planning technique for projecting resource requirements in a CICS environment

By Ted C. Keller

It is almost impossible to perform any kind of capacity planning task without using some form of trend analysis. In recent years much has been written about business element forecasting, natural business units and performance modeling and planning. These are all essential components of capacity planning and without them it is likely that any capacity or performance plan will fail. However, these tools will be inadequate unless current workloads and growth patterns are understood. There is almost always more growth in resource utilization than that which can be specifically identified, even with the best of planning. Workload trend analysis can help provide an additional dimension to the complex task of capacity planning by identifying some of the hidden sources of growth.

When most people think of trend analysis they tend to think of system-wide statistics summarizing recent history (perhaps the past two or three years) with projections based on historical trends. Graphs are typically used with solid lines showing actual history and dotted lines showing projections or ranges of projections. Sometimes graphs are produced comparing projections to what actually occurred. This type of planning can be useful; however, effective analysis of workloads requires more depth. Only when the true nature of the workloads involved and how they are growing are understood, can trending techniques be used intelligently with any reliability.

In this article, I will discuss some techniques for analyzing workloads in a CICS environment. The data used in the analyses discussed in this article has been extracted from CICS transaction history provided by the CICS CMF facility. Other sources could have been used for much of this information. All of the analysis has been done using simple SAS (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) procedures. While this study is drawn from a CICS environment and references data meaningful for CICS systems, many of the ideas presented can also be applied to systems with other dominant workloads.

What Is Workload Trend Analysis?

Workload Trend Analysis (WTA) is the study of growth patterns of important workloads and the various components of their growth. WTA is not the simple plotting of statistics like "total CPU used"
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**Workload Analysis**

or "peak CPU usage" on a month-by-month basis. WTA goes beyond this. It involves coming to an understanding of which workloads are significant, how much they are growing and, most important, what is causing them to change. WTA is not a static statement of what once was, but it is the continuous process of studying the nature of systems and their patterns of change.

**Identifying Workloads**

Perhaps the first step in WTA is to identify periods of interest and the significant workloads within those periods. This is a basic function that is probably already being done as part of any organized CP process. Any good performance analyst or capacity planner should be able to tell you quickly that a certain hour on a given day of the week or at a certain time of month will typically represent some measure of peak utilization. Because data processing systems are commonly involved with business functions, there is usually a well-known correlation between most data processing peaks and some aspect of business cycles. Since this information is so basic to the capacity planning process, it is assumed that it is a common practice and that it is not necessary to spend any more time discussing this.

Once the periods of interest have been established, the next basic step is to identify the significant workloads in each period. This will normally be done by analyzing RMF data to determine which performance groups are consuming which resources. Once a profile of activity is developed for each CICS region, the next step is to analyze transactions or systems (logical collections of transactions) within each region.

The analysis of workloads within CICS can be a somewhat cumbersome process. Since a separate record is written for each CICS transaction, the amount of data to be analyzed can be considerable. It is usually beneficial to have some kind of summarization routine (as provided by MICS from LEGENT Corp.) pre-process the data before any detailed analysis is done using a statistically-based language. In fact, some of the analyses discussed later would be almost impossible unless detailed data had been summarized and preserved over time in a summarized format. Additional complications lie in the fact that most systems consist of more than one transaction code. The analyst must determine these relationships and adjust his or her studies to reflect this. This problem is often sim-
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A second caveat when analyzing CICS workloads is that peak processing loads may occur at different times in different regions. In fact, peak levels of activity in some regions may occur at times totally unrelated to overall system activity. It is worthwhile to know what the peak periods of activity are for each CICS region, especially if any region will use more than 50 percent of a processor. Since most of the work in each CICS region is scheduled under a single MVS TCB, measurable degradation will begin to occur whenever a region attempts to use more than about 60 percent of a single processor. Special attention should be given to changes in workloads which could drive any CICS region beyond this level of activity, regardless of whether those changes will occur during overall peak periods.

Workload Trend Analysis

After determining the periods of interest and significant workloads, the next step is to start gathering data on the historical growth of each workload. This is a fairly common practice and it is not unusual to see graphs tracking the peak utilization or peak numbers of transactions within each CICS region for each month or quarter over a two- to four-year period. After establishing this base, the real work of WTA begins. At this point you should begin to see trends developing and start to ask questions about the nature and causes of these trends.

Borrowing some concepts from cost accounting, you can start to break growth into its composite parts. Figure 1 illustrates how this might be accomplished. The vertical axis represents the average CPU seconds per hour utilized by a single system during its typically busiest periods. For this system, the hours selected were from early evening in the last business week of each month. Adjustments have been made for processor upgrades, restating previous utilization levels in terms of current processor power.

Three components of growth are shown. The first is base utilization. In this example, January 1986 is the starting point of the analysis. January is convenient not only because it is the start of our business year, but also because there is usually less activity for this system in January than in most other months. This allows me to plot seasonal increases and other growth without having to deal with negative quantities. The base level of CPU utilization for this application was about 230 CPU seconds per hour — about 6.4 percent utilization of a single 3090 E-class processor.

The second component of growth shown is for volume. This component represents the growth in CPU utilization related to increases in transaction volume. It is calculated by first multiplying the average CPU used per transaction during the base period (January 1986) by the total number of transactions actually executed in the current period. The difference between this number and the CPU utilized in the base period is the volume-related component.

The volume-related component reflects changes in utilization of the system by the user. It may, in many cases, be correlated to changes in business volume. In the case of our sample shown in Figure 1, the total number of transactions is generally related to changes in levels of business activity.

The third component of growth shows changes related to complexity or overhead. It is the difference between total CPU utilized and CPU usage associated with total volume. It represents the total amount of CPU consumed beyond that used in the base period and adjusted for volume increases. As we can see in Figure 1, most of the CPU currently being utilized by this system is attributable to either complexity or overhead not present during the base period. In essence, it reflects the impact of increases in the amount of CPU used per transaction over time.

There is no way to determine from the graph whether the increases were caused by additional functionality or added overhead. This determination cannot be made automatically. It requires that complexity figures be reviewed periodically and that significant deviations be researched on a timely basis. In theory, a separate database could be developed summarizing the nature of changes in complexity or overhead and this could be factored into the graph. However, this has not been done here.

Figure 2 shows a history of average CPU per transaction. This is a partial indicator of complexity/overhead. It is only meaningful if the system is dominated by a single transaction (as this system happens to be) or the mix of transactions is stable from month-to-month. If properly researched, this data can be extremely valuable to the capacity analyst. In an environment in which new functionality is constantly being added to existing systems but few truly new systems are being developed, the information derived from this analysis can be used to help justify hardware upgrades. When all that management sees is increased costs of new equipment without the addition of major new systems, it can be handy to have a list of major functions that have been added to existing systems and their costs in terms of processor utilization.
In order for this type of data to be useful and effective, it needs to be researched quickly. I do a detailed study of various types of growth each month and attempt to research which changes may have contributed to growth. I have found that even with a good change control system, the nature of many applications changes are difficult to track as little as a month later. The sooner I can determine that change has occurred, the easier it is to study it.

Unfortunately, not all changes in complexity/overhead are related to increased functionality. At times, relatively minor program modifications with little change in functionality can have a major impact on resource utilization. In theory it would be nice to know about such things before they showed up in production. However, it is almost impossible to conduct performance studies on the numerous minor changes occurring almost constantly in most large CICS environments. When faced with a disproportionately expensive change (in terms of resource utilization), the capacity planner could be faced with the politically sensitive task of confronting the responsible programming group or user or figuring out how to explain such changes without embarrassing anyone. Of course, if you were not doing this kind of analysis, you would never need to face this type of challenge.

System-Wide Workload Analysis

Figures 3 and 4 present the same basic kind of workload analysis discussed above but on a system-wide basis. The base level CPU utilization for each transaction is calculated, as are the volume and complexity components for each. The graphs show the sum of the separately calculated components of each transaction. A new component is added for transactions or systems which did not exist during the base period. The results are shown for two periods of interest - in this case, early morning and early evening.

As can be seen from the graphs in Figures 3 and 4, increases in complexity or overhead represent the largest portion of current CICS CPU utilization during both periods of interest. It appears that little processing during the evening hours is due to new systems but that 20 percent of all activity in the morning is associated with systems added within the past 3 years. From these graphs, I can easily see that most growth in processor utilization comes from changes to existing workloads. If growth patterns continue as they have, this will probably be the source of most additional processor utilization over the next year or two. Effective analysis of these workloads will be critical to any successful capacity planning process.

Figure 5 shows another interesting system-wide trend — logical I/O density. Logical I/O density represents the number of logical random I/Os requested in CICS per CPU second directly consumed by transaction processing. If logical I/O requests are indicators of real work being done (and I believe a case can be built for this), logical I/O density can provide a measure of the effectiveness of the work being accomplished. Each logical random I/O request represents the retrieval of data or the accomplishment of some function. The larger the number of logical I/O requests achieved per application CPU second, the less processing required for each unit of work accomplished. A lower level of logical I/O density is an indicator of either increased processing complexity or expanded overhead. Lower I/O density is more commonly a function of overhead than increased complexity since increased complexity is usually accompanied by additional logical I/O events.

The reason I have selected logical I/Os requested instead of physical I/Os performed is because expanded use of LSR and other internal caching techniques over the past several years has eliminated many physical I/O requests. If RMF or SMF statistics were to be used (instead of CICS transaction statistics), the results could be misleading. In fact, from an operating system perspective, the more work that can be accomplished without resorting to the services of the I/O subsystem, the more efficient the process. From an operating systems perspective, you should hope to see an ever decreasing level of physical I/O density. However, from an internal perspective the reverse is true. The decrease in logical I/O density shown in Figure 5 probably indicates some increase in application complexity along with considerable increases in overhead.

It is worth noting that random I/O requests have been used in this analysis, ignoring browse activity since random requests tend to be more indicative of processing requirements. If browse activity were significant, it might be necessary to adjust the calculations to include an estimate of the number of blocks browsed.

Summary And Conclusions

While the proportion of growth related to volume, complexity/overhead and new transactions will be different in each environment, each of these components will be present to some extent. The examples shown in this article have demonstrated how rates of growth can be examined. Of course, many graphs similar to Figure 1 might be used to track the history of significant systems. What is not shown in these graphs is the research done each month to trace causes in growth. In the installation from which this data was derived, there is and has been a long backlog of enhancements scheduled for most existing systems. Many of these systems are old and have not been restructured for more than ten years. With this information, I can project that much of the growth associated with increased functionality for
Making Automated Operations a Win-Win Proposition

DP shops are using A/O as a means of providing better and more productive operations. It is not a diabolical plot to trim operator headcount.

By Bill Carico

The attention being given recently to the topic of automated or unattended operations is well deserved and long overdue. Without a doubt there are tremendous benefits awaiting the DP shop that will begin to automate operational functions and procedures. Those individuals who are strong proponents for data center automation exude tremendous confidence in their approach which is not just another case of unfounded optimism. Their certainty is based on the proven results of the numerous shops that have already embarked down the Automated Operations (A/O) path. Figure 1 summarizes some of the benefits associated with A/O.

For many, the most difficult area to deal with will be people's resistance to A/O, especially from within the operations department. Initially the majority of people within the operations group will very likely view A/O as a win-lose proposition in which the data center "wins" (becomes more efficient) and the operators "lose" (become expendable). The eventual acceptance and ongoing success of an A/O project will depend on your ability to overcome objections and get everyone pulling in the same direction.

The fact of the matter is that an A/O project should be viewed as a win-win situation for both the data center and the operators. The win-lose mentality has to be overcome but it should be dealt with using extreme care. One manager who recently attended a seminar asked, "Don't you really mean that the operations management wins and the systems management wins but the operators really are going to lose?" I was happy to field the question and have another opportunity to clarify my position: A/O can definitely benefit the operator by making the job less monotonous and more rewarding.

I spoke with another data center manager where the A/O project has been implemented totally from the operations side with minimal assistance from systems personnel. His operators are extremely pleased because not only do they have more challenging jobs now, but also their positions (salary brackets) have been upgraded due to their increased level of responsibility. This is a prime example of a win-win proposition.

Definition Of Terms

In order to make sure that I mean what I say and say what I mean, it is always a
People don’t plan to fail, they fail to plan” is a widely quoted one-liner that deserves a little diplomacy. There is minimal benefit to emphasizing terms such as “unattended” and “reduction in head-count” when you are actually trying to upgrade jobs within operations, increase productivity and provide opportunities for lateral transfers into other areas.

Running The Obstacle Course

As is true with so many new endeavors, there will be numerous obstacles to overcome in implementing an A/O project in your data center. Some you will see ahead of time, some you may not. Following some common sense guidelines can make a significant difference in how much opposition you encounter. Here are several ideas that you should consider when putting together your A/O project plan and for implementing its various phases.

Getting Started

“People don’t plan to fail, they fail to plan” is a widely quoted one-liner that carries an important message. There will be no substitute for having a well thought out plan. While it is imperative that you plan carefully, it is also important to make sure you do not drag your feet! Therefore, a “cautiously aggressive” approach is recommended. It has been demonstrated time and again that automating minor functions can save an organization major bucks! Make no mistake about it, getting started with A/O can provide immediate gains.

To drive home the point, consider the story of one large data center with a sizable community of CICS users. CICS would infrequently issue a message that always required operator action but on occasion the message would roll off the console screen before an operator would see it. When the message was overlooked, the result was an eventual CICS crash. Following the crash it took about five minutes to bring CICS back up again. Using an automation tool, the data center implemented a trap that would intercept the message and generate an automatic reply, thus avoiding CICS crashes. By automating this one message reply, the organization has demonstrated productivity savings of $1.5 million annually.

Diplomacy Has Its Virtues

Be sure to clearly state your objectives and avoid using terminology that threatens operators. You must communicate your commitment to people (assuming, of course, that you are committed to your people) and the wording of your stated goals and objectives should reflect this commitment, not obscure it. If you are not already a politician, then consider the benefits of using a little diplomacy. There is minimal benefit to emphasizing terms and phrases such as “unattended” and “reduction in head-count” when you are actually trying to upgrade jobs within operations, increase productivity and provide opportunities for lateral transfers into other areas.

DP shops are using A/O as a means of providing better and more productive operations. It is not a diabolical plot to trim operator head-count. In many instances, A/O has meant that shops have been able to absorb and manage data center growth without increasing existing head-count.

Clarify Your Goals

Automation goals and objectives may differ greatly from one installation to the next. Perhaps you already are running a tight ship and have implemented effective operational standards. In this instance an A/O project may not be viewed as a pressing issue. On the other hand, maybe your data center is out of control!

Resource constraints keep you in fire fighting mode! If you are in this boat, then let me suggest that you can get ahead in the long run if you will quit fighting fires long enough to go find the arsonist. In either case, regardless of the urgency involved, a successful A/O project will save the organization many times more dollars than it would cost to implement it.

Many shops have been working for years on automating different aspects of their operations. These shops already have achieved unattended operations in the sense that they run without operators at night, on weekends and during holidays. Other shops have established aggressive plans for becoming an unattended data center in the not-too-distant future.

On the other end of the spectrum, there are still numerous shops that are just beginning to grasp the potential of A/O. Due to a lack of understanding about A/O, it is not uncommon to find management confused about what A/O means. For example, some individuals may suggest that message suppression is a major component of A/O. If your shop has been writing and testing user exits to run under the MVS Message Processing Facility (MPF), then you are right to consider the chore somewhat laborious.

However, message suppression can be viewed as a somewhat trivial and simple aspect of A/O activity if you are using an automation management software package. Shops that have invested in this type of software report that the console message rate drops by 50 percent or greater...
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just by installing the A/O product. With a little bit of effort and by using the simple rules provided by these A/O products, it is not uncommon to reduce a message rate of eight to 10 messages per second down to one message every few minutes.

Today’s automation technology is just beginning to sprout its wings. The role of automation in the data center reaches far beyond message suppression. In addition to console operation, areas already affected by A/O include job scheduling, job restart, system monitors, network management, DASD management, tape handling, print handling, report balancing, report distribution, help desk, environmental monitors and security controls.

**Broaden Your Vision Of Operations**

For most DP shops, the best results for automating the data center will be achieved if you let the operations department participate as much as possible. Actually, the most productive A/O projects that I have encountered are those in which operations personnel are running with the ball. Naturally, systems personnel should contribute as necessary to install products and perhaps handle complex automation procedures such as IPL.

The dilemma facing A/O planners is trying to put together the right team by recruiting from rival leagues. The longstanding feud between operations and systems personnel has been waged for years. The problem centers around the fact that while operators may respect members of the system’s staff, this does not mean that they like them. On the other side of the fence, systems personnel often view operators as some primitive life form and interact with them in a condescending manner.

So where does this leave you? The fact of the matter is that when moving forward with an A/O plan, the operators fully understand the problems but do not fully understand the solutions. Systems staff understands the solutions but does not fully understand the problems. Getting cooperation from both groups is essential.

The A/O game is best played as a team sport and your job is to pick the right team members. The best candidate from operations may well be the hot shot who is always getting into trouble. The best candidate from systems is your basic human being: someone who can speak English to “non-techies” and who can get along well with others.
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Tomorrow's Data Center

The operator's function is already extremely critical; however, it clearly has periods where it can get repetitious and monotonous. A/O removes the repetitious and monotonous and allows operations personnel to design, test and implement A/O solutions, making their job more challenging. Some data centers have created a new position within operations just for this purpose.

How broad is your vision of what operations is now versus what it can become tomorrow? The potential of the A/O opportunity needs to be grasped and you must begin to share your vision with others. A/O should improve the role of tomorrow's operator, making the function of operator into a more challenging and satisfying position. Operators will be challenged to develop their technical, analytical and interactive skills in order to contribute in tomorrow's data center.

Note that the individuals involved with A/O should have a "programming mentality" in order to develop A/O solutions using CLISTs, REXX and/or rules languages. Technical and analytical skills will be required in order to research problem areas and design solutions to the problems. Interactive skills are necessary in order to participate effectively as the A/O project team charts its course, sets priorities, conducts design reviews and keeps others informed. The use of CLISTs or REXX will be required, so make sure that whoever is participating in the A/O project receives proper training.

Do Not Try To Convert The World

As you begin to move forward with A/O, do not make the mistake of trying to get everyone to agree ahead of time that A/O is a good idea. It is okay to have people disagree with the stated objectives as long as they are willing to support the effort. Stated another way, strive for total participation rather than total agreement. Let the people come around in their own time and let the A/O results stand on their own merits. Your main goal is not to get everyone to share your point of view, it is to get the job done.

Communicate Well And Score Early

It is also important to note that A/O projects that run smoothly are also those committed to keeping interested parties well informed. This includes regular status meetings to review plans and frequent memos to keep people abreast of activities.

In setting priorities for what you want to tackle first, try to pick an area that is easy to automate, is highly visible and will help prove the merits of A/O. This may mean automating a reply to a repetitious WTOR message and/or saving CICS crashes as mentioned previously. Quantify the savings and communicate the results.

Get The Right Tools

In spite of the fact that most shops already have NetView, I strongly urge that careful consideration be given to adding an automation management software package to your arsenal. There are obviously many factors to consider. However, do not overlook how critical it is to have the proper tools. The right product will help you centralize A/O controls, reduce the time frames necessary for the development and implementation of A/O controls and make testing and ongoing maintenance easier. As a word of caution, before you go looking for a new tool make sure you are using what you already have. Make sure that justifications of new products are realistic and do not overlap extensively with capabilities that you already have bought and paid for.

When your needs do exceed the capabilities of your current tools, then an A/O management package may be just the ticket. Being able to develop both simple and complex automation solutions quicker also means that you will establish momentum quicker. It also means that you will be consuming fewer development resources along the way and allowing the benefits meter to start running up savings earlier.

Although there are several A/O management products on the market, at the time of this writing there are three products leading the pack: AutoMate/MVS from Duquesne Systems (now called LEGENT Corp., Pittsburgh, PA), AF/OPERATOR from Candle Corp. (Los Angeles, CA), and OPS/MVS from MVS Software, Inc. (Houston, TX). These three products have two major points in common. They each have comprehensive functions and features and an established and happy customer base. All three of these products offer basic functions for managing message and command traffic and time dependent activities via rule-based controls. Each of these vendors also offer Personal Computer (PC) support, either integrally or as an add-on product, for handling remote console operations including IML and IPL and for contacting support personnel via a pager/beeper device.

AutoMate/MVS is System Application Architecture (SAA) compliant, supporting ISPF and the REXX language. It also offers some noteworthy features such as the Open Interface for VTAM which is available with Release 2 of the product. This interface allows complex rules to be written to monitor full-screen VTAM sessions. CLISTs may also be written to issue commands to VTAM sessions and receive responses back. The strategic importance of this feature is that it dramatically increases the sources of automation data, opening up a whole new realm of possibilities as to new areas that can be targeted for automation.

The latest release of AF/OPERATOR, Version 200, offers a new interface to OMEGAMON that will capture exception conditions, issue commands directly to OMEGAMON and interrogate the responses. AF/OPERATOR is SAA compatible in some aspects and Candle has a goal for 1989 to make the product fully SAA compliant.

MVS Software is the new vendor on the block and is busy cutting out its own customer base. Their OPS/MVS appears to be sold technically and also has several unique features of its own. For example, consider the fact that today's automation tools are vulnerable to changes that may occur in the format of messages with a new release of a system. OPS/MVS offers a Variable Data Extractor (VDE) component that allows automation rules to remain one step removed from the actual message text. The VDE keeps message formats in a pattern database and allows the rules to reference message contents using specially-named variables. This increases the likelihood that automation rules will still trap necessary conditions in the event that a particular message's format changes.

What About NetView?

In the A/O seminars that I have presented to date, I have been surprised at the number of shops that have NetView but are still not sure just what to do with it.

This reminds me of the story about the two hunters. One hunter agreed to go out and bring back a grizzly bear if the other hunter would skin it. The hunter was sharpening his knife as his friend came
running through the door being chased by a grizzly and said, "You skin this un and I'll go get you another un!"

I think many shops may look at NetView in this light. While there are many redundant functions in NetView and A/O management software, shops by the hundreds are acquiring A/O products from Independent Software Vendors (ISVs).

NetView is first and foremost a network management tool. It has greatly simplified the network management function, allowing centralization of controls and allowing automated responses to certain network problems and activities. After much interest/pressure from SHARE and GUIDE members, IBM needed to respond to the requirements of A/O.

NetView Release 2 was a natural delivery vehicle for providing A/O functionality and included several features targeted at A/O.

NetView works in conjunction with a standard facility in MVS called the Message Processing Facility (MPF). NetView Release 2 added a message automation table but still relies on MPF to handle MVS console traffic. NetView Release 3 contains still more A/O bells and whistles. Make no mistake about it; it has been clearly demonstrated that NetView and MPF can indeed be used to accomplish much A/O activity. The question you must answer is whether or not NetView is the best alternative based on the cost of both human and machine resources that you are willing to invest in your A/O project.

Skeptics are not convinced that NetView is really suited for the long term needs of A/O. This type of speculation is further fueled by rumors that IBM's own advanced work on unattended operations does not include the use of NetView. Furthermore, IBM has suggested that a lot of their future contributions to the A/O effort will be hardware oriented. Putting speculation aside, the biggest indictment against using NetView as your primary A/O tool is that most of the companies I know that have NetView have already purchased or are considering purchasing another A/O management package.

NetView is also getting some competitive heat from another network management package. A recent Datapro survey compared NetView with Cincom's (Cincinnati, OH) NET/MASTER. Based on criteria such as ease of use, ease of installation, power and enhanced functionality, the survey concluded that NET/MASTER out performs NetView.

I have only highlighted a few of the more prominent A/O management packages. There are numerous other A/O related products being offered from a variety of ISVs. Since things can change rapidly in this industry, prudent software evaluators should make sure they are working with the most up-to-date information available when comparing products. However, since it may become too time consuming to watch competitive products play the age old game I call "features leap frog," my recommendation is that you carefully follow the proven approach of analyzing needs versus benefits.

1) Select candidate products being offered by vendors that you can trust and make a thorough product evaluation.

2) Compare your shop's requirements and priorities against the benefits offered by the product.

While a long list of features may look impressive, the real value of a product is only determined by how well it measures up to your specific needs.

Low Or High Profile

At any point of the project, before a new area is addressed it is important to choose between two basic approaches: the high-profile approach versus the low-profile approach. For each phase in a project, your chosen approach is an important tactical decision that may mean the difference between smooth sailing or encountering extreme turbulence. When upper management is already heavily involved with the A/O project, then high-profile activity is your only safe alternative because you are expected to keep everyone well informed of progress.

On the other hand, when you are dealing with individuals who are either openly opposed to automation or who may be fence sitting about a particular issue, then a low-profile position may be warranted. For example, the systems staff in a shop that had been involved in automation for some time saw the need for acquiring A/O management software but management did not. The systems staff evaluated automation tools on the market and selected one that met their requirements. After some specific rules were set up to automate some areas, a demonstration of the capabilities and benefits of the package won management's approval to move forward. The need had been there and was real but it was not easily communicated until the solution to the problems were fully demonstrated.

In another case, systems personnel wanted to implement an electronic report distribution system but the end users would have nothing to do with the idea. Systems people moved ahead and brought in an electronic report distribution software package and gently coaxed an influential end user to help evaluate the package for two months. At the end of the period, the end user that did the evaluation was so excited with the capabilities of the software that he quickly rallied the others to give total support to the idea. The moral of the story here is that people are more likely to accept change when it is their own idea as opposed to having it forced on them.

Summary

While general guidelines will always leave some readers sucking a lot of wind, the suggestions offered here should apply to more than 80 percent of the DP shops considering A/O. It is important to know ahead of time that the biggest obstacles you will encounter may be political rather than technical. Implementing a well-thought-out A/O plan requires that careful consideration be given to the concerns and needs of those most impacted by change. A/O is a new opportunity for the data center and the role of its operators. The vision of what tomorrow's data center should look like needs to be expanded. If properly handled, A/O will be a win-win proposition for all parties involved.
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Products Designed To Work Together
Expanded Storage
A Key To MVS/ESA Performance?

By J. William Mullen

In a previous article, I discussed the implementation of expanded storage with the 3090 processors and the significant enhancement it provided to MVS performance as a high speed paging and swapping mechanism. The MVS/ESA operating system will further exploit the expanded storage technology with the dataspace, hiperspace and data windowing capabilities. Each of these new capabilities utilizes expanded storage technology to enhance the MVS operating system facilities and directly, or indirectly, to enhance the performance of the MVS/ESA operating system. While excitement exists over the potential of the new technology and its use of expanded storage, installations should be aware of the potential for performance degradation from over commitment of memory resources. This could be especially significant for expanded storage use when the new technology must share use of the resource with existing system functions such as paging, swapping and Virtual I/O (VIO). I will review the use of expanded storage by the new technology and the necessity for activation of the mechanism for controlling use of the facilities to prevent system performance degradation.

Dataspaces

Dataspaces in the MVS/ESA operating environment are created through the DSPSERV Assembler macro facility with the allocation of memory as virtual addressable space. The default limit for virtual addressability is 239 4K blocks or approximately 956K of virtual storage. The initial impact of dataspace creation and use is on the availability of central storage frames. Dataspace virtual pages are not backed by central storage frames until the virtual page is actually used. An unauthorized user may have up to 256 dataspaces of which dataspaces 0, 1 and 2 belong to MVS/ESA and 253 can be created by the user. This allocation would allow a user to address approximately 253MB of virtual storage which, if referenced, would require central storage frame backing. If the creating user is swappable, the frames backing the dataspace become part of the user’s working set. If the user is logically swapped, these frames backing the dataspace would be retained in central storage. If the user subsequently transitions to expanded storage, the central storage frames would be transferred to expanded storage.

For most installations, the frame backing requirement should not be a problem.
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since most users that utilize the dataspace facility will not create more than one or two dataspaces and then not use all of allocated virtual storage. The expanded addressability provided by even this limited use of the dataspace capability could result in significantly larger swap working sets as well as total page frame movement for swapping operations. Absorption of the increased swap set load by expanded storage will allow for the increase in swap working set sizes and potential increase in page transfer operations without impact to the performance of the user or the system as in total.

The primary exposure in dataspace creation is the increase in swap set sizes and the potential for exhausting the available expanded storage frames which would result in expanded storage page migration to auxiliary storage. Performance enhancements gained through expanded storage usage will be lost through the additional overhead of transferring the migrated pages to auxiliary storage and subsequently transferring the pages back into central storage when the user is ready to execute.

An additional exposure is the depletion of available auxiliary storage frame slots. As expanded storage migration rates increase and the available auxiliary storage slots are depleted below the MVS operating system’s low threshold, creation of new address spaces in the MVS system will cease until the necessary auxiliary slots required for address space backing are available. The auxiliary slot backing requirement for MVS address spaces was reduced with MVS/XA Release 2.2 but was not eliminated.

Thus, performance improvements available through high speed retrieval of data stored in dataspaces whose virtual storage pages are backed by central or expanded storage can be negated with over commitment of the resources. Without the availability of expanded storage, the expected page transfers from use of the dataspace facility would have to be absorbed by either a significant increase in the amount of available central storage or by auxiliary storage devices. Both of these alternatives would be costly and not very attractive for most installations.

Disabled Reference (DREF) Dataspaces

Some MVS operating system routines operate in the disabled state preventing them from taking certain types of interrupts such as page faults which would possibly need to be resolved by bringing a page frame into central storage from auxiliary storage. To prevent this possibility, the routines use page frame fixing to assure that, if needed, the page frames would be resident in central storage. Many of the frames that require fixing reside below the 16MB line. Address spaces also have requirements for page frame residency below the 16MB line.

As the number of concurrently active address spaces in MVS systems increases with the availability of larger processors and larger memories, page frames below the 16MB line have become a critical resource. In many cases, task swap-in failures or delays resulted from the shortage of frames below the 16MB line. Addition of central storage to the processor will not alleviate this shortage. Regardless of the number of megabytes of central storage that are added to the processor, there are only 4,000 frames available below the 16MB line. This number of available frames is further reduced since some portion of the frames are taken by the MVS system.

MVS/ESA addresses this problem through the use of Disabled Reference (DREF) dataspaces. DREF dataspaces can only be created by authorized users. The primary reason for this restriction is the handling of page frames backing DREF dataspaces. Initial frame backing for DREF dataspaces is the same as for dataspaces created by non-authorized users. The virtual storage frames are backed by central storage frames. If the central storage frames backing the DREF dataspace are needed, they are transferred to expanded storage before returning to the central storage available frame queue. Here the similarity ends. Expanded storage page frames that are backing DREF dataspaces are not eligible for migration to auxiliary storage (see Figure 1).

The DREF dataspace thus eliminates much of the page fixing requirements of MVS operating system routines since these pages are assured of residency in central and expanded storage but never on auxiliary storage. The DREF facility also allows the MVS/ESA operating system to reduce frame residency requirements for frames below the 16MB line.

The dark side of the cloud for DREF dataspaces is the permanent residency status of their expanded storage pages. Given creation of many DREF dataspaces, a serious depletion of expanded storage frames could occur. While gaining performance benefits from storage constraint below the 16MB line, this gain could be negated through higher expanded storage migration rates. IBM has recommended that DREF-type dataspaces be used only where necessary and that dataspace pageable storage is a better alternative.

Additional relief for frame availability below the 16MB line is provided by expanded storage. Logically swapped users holding frames below the 16MB line will have these frames stolen and moved to expanded storage in MVS/ESA. If the stolen frames were sent to auxiliary storage, performance benefits gained from the use of the logical swap function would be lost in subsequent retrieval of these pages. The speed of transfer of pages to and from expanded storage allows movement of these stolen pages to expanded storage without negating performance achieved from the logical swap of MVS tasks.

Hiperspaces

The hiperspace facility in MVS/ESA can be used as both a high speed DASD record caching and a data storage and retrieval mechanism. The creation of hiperspaces is available through use of the DSPSERV Assembler macro and the TYPE=HIPERSPACE option or through the CSRIDAC and CSR VIEW data windowing subroutines. The latter requires that the Data Facility Product (DFP) Release 3.1 be installed on the MVS/ESA system.

Access to expanded storage through DASD record caching or data storage and retrieval is not byte addressable. Pages are moved in and out of expanded storage hiperspaces in 4K increments. Access to hiperspaces does not require the use of the ALESERV Assembler macro or Access Registers (ARs). At the Assembler language level, the HS P SERV macro is used to transfer pages to and from hiperspaces in expanded storage. For non-
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authorized users, the SREAD or SWRITE option on the HSPSERVE macro determines the direction of page movement (see Figure 2).

With data windowing callable subroutines, the CSRIDAC subroutine may be used to create a temporary, scrollable data object (hiperspace) in expanded storage. This use of hiperspaces provides the user with the ability to read and write directly to expanded storage. Frequently referenced data requiring high speed access, such as data to satisfy on-line systems requests, can be stored in a temporary, scrollable hiperspace for the life of the MVS task.

Use of expanded storage provides the MVS task with the ability to store and retrieve data in 4K pages at an average rate of 75 microseconds per page versus the milliseconds required to retrieve the same data from auxiliary storage. A permanent DASD home for temporary, scrollable hiperspace data is not required though one may exist. Access to scrollable hiperspaces is available in the same manner as if the space were a mapped Data-In-Virtual (DIV) object. The option exists for retrieval of data from a VSAM linear dataset for storing in the hiperspace or storing of task created data in the hiperspace.

The user may also place data from sequential access method files in the hiperspace. This option is not directly supported. Data from sequential access method files, such as QSAM and BSAM, must first be read into the user's address space and then moved into the hiperspace. It is the user's responsibility to manage this data movement.

The previously discussed limit on the number of dataspaces a user could have currently active includes hiperspaces. A non-authorized user can thus create up to 253 dataspaces or hiperspaces in any combination. The default limit on the number of pages that can be allocated for a hiperspace is 239 or approximately 956K of addressable storage. Expanded storage frames are not actually allocated to the hiperspace until the addressable storage is referenced.

Temporary or scrollable hiperspaces can and will have their pages migrated to auxiliary storage if expanded storage frame shortages occur. The difference with dataspaces and central storage frame backing is use of expanded storage pages might be delayed reducing the possibility of increased expanded storage migration rates. With hiperspaces and direct reading and writing of expanded storage frames, migration requirements due to expanded storage frame shortages can be immediate.

I/O Elimination

Dataspaces and hiperspaces can provide significant reduction in DASD I/O operations with retention of data in storage. The I/O elimination is based upon use of DIV datasets commonly referred to as VSAM linear datasets.

With dataspaces, the user supplies the token for the dataset when the linear dataset is mapped (opened). Multiple linear files may be mapped into a single dataset. In this case, the user must supply the IOON parameter with the DSSERV CREATE Assembler macro as the non-authorized user creating a scrollable hiperspace.

Storing of large amounts of data in hiperspaces will provide significant performance enhancements, particularly for CICS/VS and IMS/VS on-line systems with transactions that have large I/O access requests requirements. Use of expanded storage can reduce or eliminate much of the DASD I/O requirements without the increase in central storage paging rates often seen with on-line systems when trying to buffer large amounts of data in storage.

The second option available for I/O reduction is through Large Virtual Buffering and the creation of Local Shared Resource (LSR) buffer pools for VSAM datasets in dataspaces or hiperspaces. With MVS/XA, VSAM LSR buffer pools are created with the BLDVPRP Assembler macro and are constructed in virtual storage in the user's address space above the 16MB line. With MVS/ESA, the buffer pools may be above the 16MB line in the user's address space or directed to a dataspace or hiperspace as an option of the BLDVPRP macro. Data accessed is written directly to the LSR pools in 64K increments.

Building the buffer pools above the 16MB line in the user's address space or in a dataspace constitutes an increase in the user's page working set size. If the user is swappable, these pages will subsequently be transferred to expanded stor-
Expanded Storage

There have been several articles written on MVS/ESA dataspaces and hiperspaces and the expectations for performance improvement through use of the new facilities. An important subject that also needs to be addressed is how an installation protects its system environment from over commitment of memory resources from use of the new facilities.

Control

There are currently over 256 dataspaces or hiperspaces that can be created by a non-authorized user that are eligible for migration to auxiliary storage. Creation of excessive pools could result in excessive expanded storage page movement and migration activity. Again, this would result in data being brought in and out of storage through paging activity which could negate any performance benefits gained through the use of the LSR facilities.

Control over the number of concurrent data spaces and hiperspaces that can be created by a non-authorized user is available through the standard System Management Facility (SMF) step initiation (IEFUSI) exit. The maximum size for addressable storage in a dataspaces or hiperspaces is 956K. The default limit for a non-authorized user in MVS/ESA is 956K. The default for the number of dataspaces and hiperspaces concurrently active for a user is 256. Each of these default values may be changed by an installation-written IEFUSI exit. When the exit is executed at a task step invocation (batch job step, TSO LOGON and so on), the exit will be passed a three-word parameter list.

Summary

Expanded storage in 3090 systems has provided the technology which makes the dataspaces and hiperspaces feasible. Without the high speed page transfer rates available from expanded storage, implementation of the dataspaces capability would have been the only addition to MVS facilities and then the requirements for additional central storage would have prevented many installations from taking advantage of the new technology.

As subsystems and application systems are upgraded, use of dataspaces and hiperspaces will become a standard mechanism in many installations as a method of satisfying needs for high speed access to data. Use of dataspaces and hiperspaces by system services, such as the Virtual Lookaside Facility (VLF) for library data object and catalog object in-storage management, will alleviate many of the performance bottlenecks present in the current MVS architecture.

The two primary areas addressed by most installations will be making effective use of the new technology while being cognizant of both the performance improvements as well as the performance degradation that can occur with the new technology.
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cause the greatest problems. Some differences are obvious when seen in a compilation. VS COBOL was more lenient in a number of areas in which COBOL II has decided to strictly enforce the rules. For instance if the file name in an FD statement began in column 11 rather than column 12, it was accepted and no warning was given. The same statement will cause an 'E' level error (condition code 8) in Release 2 of COBOL II. Another example of enforcing restrictions is in values given to an 88 level for an alphanumeric field. When numeric values were given to an alphanumeric field in VS COBOL they did not have to be enclosed in quotes. Now the COBOL II compiler enforces the rule that the values in an alphanumeric field must be defined within quotes or apostrophes. The code that previously compiled with no errors now gets an 'S' level (condition code 12) error.

While the differences just discussed are annoying, even more problematic are those differences that may not be found until an appropriate condition occurs which may not appear in regression testing. For example, if a field defined as PIC 99 was moved to a field defined as PIC S99, VS COBOL moved the field and then inserted a positive sign in the receiving field. This may have prevented an OCP program check that would have occurred later in the program. Depending on options used in a compilation, COBOL II may just do a straight move character which is faster but may generate different results. Until Release 3, many did not realize that none of the compiler options instruct COBOL II to create code that exactly matches numeric processing in VS COBOL.

As far as efficiency is concerned, there have been changes that affect it in both directions. Loading of BL cells has been improved and many places in the code that previously had to load a cell no longer do so. The IBM optimizer creates some interesting efficiencies. For instance, if you PERFORM a paragraph in a program, the optimizer will copy the code to make it an in-line PERFORM. If the paragraph is small and is PERFORMed a number of times, the optimizer will change a few of the PERFORMs to in-line. After a limit is reached (the program size cannot increase by more than 50 percent), the PERFORMs are no longer changed to in-line. Executable code for the PERFORMed paragraph is always produced in the paragraph's original position.

On the other hand, some code produced in COBOL II is considerably less efficient than VS COBOL. In the statement IF FIELD1 (SUB1) = 1 OR 2 OR 3 OR 4 OR 5, the displacement computation for FIELD1 was done only once in VS COBOL while in COBOL II it may be recomputed five times. Even when the COBOL II optimizer is used, it still may recompute the same displacement five separate times!

The COBOL II compiler does have some instances when it calls fewer COBOL internal subroutines, thereby making the code more efficient. In Figure 5, VS COBOL executed two subroutine calls for the first multiply and four for the second multiply. In COBOL II, the first multiply is done completely in-line and the second with only one call to a subroutine. The efficiency does, however, produce a longer object program.

One change that may seem quite baffling occurs when a constant or another COMP-3 data field is added or subtracted to/from a signed COMP-3 data field. The VS COBOL compiler produced only an Add Packed (AP) or Subtract Packed (SP) instruction. COBOL II still produces the same instruction but then issues a Zero and Add Packed (ZAP) of the resulting field into itself. The ZAP is executed for a subtle reason. When two negative numbers are added together and an overflow occurs, the overflow flag in the condition code is turned on while the resulting sign is set as if overflow did not occur. This means that if two numbers each defined as PIC S9(3) COMP-3 were added together and they had values of -1 and -999 before the addition, the resulting field would be zero with its sign negative. The ZAP will preserve the sign of all other computations but will change a zero with a negative sign to a zero with a positive sign.

Ensuring a positive sign in a zero result was not necessary in the VS COBOL compiler. This is because the VS COBOL compiler used a Compare Packed (CP) instruction to compare numeric fields. It is interesting that COBOL II now usually produces a Compare Logical Character (CLC) instruction to compare numeric fields. While this is a faster instruction than CP, it requires the same sign value for an equal condition to occur. For example, a CP instruction will find fields with hexadecimal values of ‘0F’ and ‘OC’ equal while the CLC will not.

The ZAP added to arithmetic instructions causes an add to an unsigned field to often be faster than an add to a signed field (the unsigned add will generate an OI instruction to strip the sign, an instruction faster than the ZAP). One idiosyncrasy of the compiler is that when the ON SIZE ERROR clause is used in the ADD or SUBTRACT statement, the code produced does not contain the ZAP to correct the sign.

The code produced to clear short fields to spaces has changed. The compiler used to first move a space to the first position of the field with a Move Immediate (MVI), then clear the field by using an overwriting move. This did not require any spaces to be stored in the literal pool of the program. The COBOL II compiler stores spaces and clears short fields to spaces with a single move. The code produced for subscripting and indexing has improved and is now shorter.

Conclusion

Where do all of the COBOL II differences leave us? I personally find many of the new changes fascinating and complex. Had I designed specifications for COBOL II, I certainly would have included more useful options than de-editing and allowing code to be written in lower case characters. Regardless, I enjoy being a technician and will have fun with the new features and their idiosyncrasies. However, from the standpoint of the hype that claims that COBOL II will “improve programmer productivity, improve efficiency and ease maintenance,” I am not impressed. Complexity and additional features leave more for a programmer to
understand, making it harder for a programmer to maintain code. There is now a greater possibility that a programmer will not be familiar with the subset of COBOL features that another programmer has decided to use in code. As always, judicious choices of the available coding options will produce more efficient, easily maintained code while, as always, injudicious choices will send the program in the opposite direction.

The compilation time of a program is certainly slower. The difference in speed is considerable enough that you can literally feel the difference in time when you do an on-line compile. What about the speed of program execution? IBM claims that programs will now run considerably faster. From the people I know that have done minimal studies in execution time comparisons, one company claims that the COBOL II programs run between five percent slower and five percent faster when compared with VS COBOL while another company says that they run from slightly slower to about the same speed.

Regardless of whether or not COBOL II is easier to use and maintain and more efficient, it is here to stay. IBM has created a product that we must all convert to, whether we like it or not. What I cannot understand is why it takes a company like IBM three releases of a compiler before realizing that something as fundamental as compatible numeric processing in a compiler is needed so that programs can be easily migrated?
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Capacity Planning

tuned the system before doing the study (actually, as part of the study). The tuned system problem is solved.

That should help you get started with the task. But what about those people who do not believe that a process is necessary at all? They adhere to the next myth.

■ **Capacity planning can be adequately performed with rules of thumb.**

This is actually far more dangerous than the MIPS concept. At least with MIPS big-ots there are measurements that relate to a specific value that does supply some limited insight into the environment. Rules of thumb suggest a dependency on pseudo-scientific beliefs that are not based on data from the environment. Consider the “medical” rule of thumb — starve a cold, feed a fever. Or is it the other way around; no matter. This implies that all fevers have a common cause which can be corrected by a single cure. Clearly, you need more data specific to the individual who is feverish.

The same is true for data processing rules of thumb. For example, the rule is that an on-line system should not run on a CPU with more than 80 percent utilization. Is this daily average, hourly peak, five-minute interval? The rule of thumb leaves room for error. In addition, I have seen many systems with adequate service that run consistently in the 90 percent range. It depends on the application, the system, the ancillary subsystems, the desired service levels and so on. The same holds true for the most closely cherished rule of thumb of all — DASD utilization should not exceed 35 percent.

Rules of thumb are okay only until you have examined your own system and determined what is right for you. Then you will have specific rules of thumb that work for your environment. You will still need to recheck these values periodically to ensure their continued validity. Sounds to me like what we need is an ongoing process.

Before you go off thinking that there are no rules that you can base your capacity planning process on, let me replace the ones above with a new set. These will, I believe, serve you well for a long time.

**New Set Of Rules**

■ **Know Your Customer**

In a broader sense, know what your company does for a living. Unless you have this understanding, it will be difficult to relate to the needs of each segment of the company. This may require that the analyst occasionally review trade publications and establish relationships with peers in non-DP functions within the organization.

Optimally, this will be a two-way process in which you will learn about the “business” and will help to educate others of the value of DP. It is also important to understand the organizational structure and the corporate decision-making process. This will assist the capacity planner in determining the best point in the company to present information for optimal results.

■ **Satisfy Your Customer**

This is an age-old axiom in business that still holds true. In the process of knowing your customer, it is key that you gain insight into his needs and requirements. Success is tied to satisfying those needs. As a part of satisfying the customer, concerns such as timeliness, accuracy, reliability and cost must be addressed.

■ **Gain the Customer's Confidence Through Positive Achievements**

Nothing succeeds like success. Take a positive attitude and approach when performing your tasks. Exert some effort in trying to help the organization derive the maximum utilization from available resources. Develop an effective reporting system. Suggest alternatives that eliminate bottlenecks. Prove that the capacity management function is worth the investment. Do it in a positive cooperative manner.

■ **Present Multiple Solutions**

Whenever possible present more than one alternative for consideration. This is especially important when dealing with higher levels of management. Each option should be clearly delineated with benefits and impacts, costs and time-frames. This will help to get others personally involved and committed to the resulting decision. (Please read on.)

■ **Take a Chance (Within Reason)**

While you are advised to present multiple options, do not be afraid to support the one that you think is best. Also, if you feel strongly, present original ideas and solutions. Gambles that are based on sound foundations come to be known as investments.

■ **Establish Defined Plans**

Never appear haphazard and disorganized. Keep your tasks in perspective and document each milestone. The matrix approach presented in this article has this concept as one of its cornerstones.

■ **Make Decisions**

Management is not impressed by indecisiveness. If you hope to advance, you must exhibit leadership qualities.

■ **Constantly Review**

Always remember that any process left to its own will eventually atrophy. Set up a viable feedback system that points out the strengths and weaknesses of the process. Correct the weaknesses and publish the strengths. Continually improve the process.

To sum it all up, the basic rule should be — take time to understand what is right for your environment. That means that you will need to analyze your data processing configuration (hardware, software and workloads), your users, your management and your corporation. Since capacity planning, by definition, is tailored to service all of these areas, you should be able to utilize the valuable inputs that each has to offer. Do not neglect any of them and do not look for the mythical easy way out.
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In the course of preparing these product reviews for MAINFRAME JOURNAL, I have talked to literally hundreds of data centers. One question I always ask is, “What other software packages do you use in your data center?” In the area of data management and analysis, the product that is most often mentioned is the subject of this month’s product review — the SAS System from SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC.

The SAS System is, indeed, one of the most widely-installed data management packages in the computer industry today (see Figure I). It started out as a statistical analysis support package, grew into a graphics presentation system and evolved in a modular fashion into the big system it is today. Today, the SAS System includes most of the desired facilities normally associated with database management, query and report writing, decision support, graphics and statistics. It is the flagship product of SAS Institute Inc., the nation’s largest privately-held computer software company.

My experience is consistent with its market share. SAS is installed in more than 10,000 computer centers around the world, including more than 90 percent of the Fortune 1000 and 99 of the nation’s largest data processors. With the possible exception of SyncSort (SyncSort, Inc., Woodcliff Lake, NJ), there is no one system from an independent software company that comes as close as SAS to saturating its market. For that reason SAS Institute, which originally offered SAS for IBM mainframes only, has now migrated it to the Digital Equipment line of VAX minicomputers and workstations, minicomputers made by Data General and Prime IBM PCs and UNIX-based workstations. The Institute is also putting a lot of effort into marketing SAS as a capacity planning tool.

SAS is a prime example of a product tailored under Multivendor Architecture (MVA). First conceived in 1984, MVA provides a software architecture that maximizes the SAS System’s ease of migration from one operating environment to another. With MVA, SAS is vendor-independent, running identically across all environment’s SAS supports. The Institute’s decision to rewrite the entire SAS System in the C programming language helped initiate its move to MVA.

**Competition**

There is no one product that competes with SAS on a function-by-function basis. Rather, many products compete with SAS in specific operational areas. In the area of reporting, statistics and business analysis, SAS’s closest competition is SPSS (from SPSS Chicago, IL). The SPSS system provides many of the same capabilities as SAS and serves a broader range of machines but is not as portable. Each SPSS system operates in a unique environment.

In the graphics area, such products as DISPLAA and Tel-A-Graf (both from Computer Associates International, Garden City, NY) provide IBM mainframe users with graphics capabilities that exceed those offered with SAS/GRAph.

In the area of data management and report writing, SAS competes against such entries as EasyTrieve Plus (Pansophic Systems, Oak Brook, IL). Both products offer powerful data management facilities. SAS, however, tends to be more portable for use in third-party software environments. The Pansophic product is primarily designed to support the report writing capabilities of other Pansophic products.

For some applications, SAS also competes with Information Center DBMSs such as FOCUS (Information Builders, New York City), RAMIS II (On-Line Software International, Ft. Lee, NJ) and NOMAD (Must Software, Norwalk, CT). Over the years, these DBMSs have expanded to incorporate sophisticated data manipulation, statistical analysis, reporting and graphic presentation functions. These tools can offer the user similar functionality, but typically at a higher cost in terms of licenses and learning curves. The internal data manipulation techniques employed in these DBMSs are more sophisticated than those in the SAS System.

**Design**

In design, the SAS System is modular. It consists of base software and add-on software products that extend and enhance basic system functions. The software in the base version of SAS revolves around two fundamental operations: a DATA step that enables users to create the dataset to be worked on and the PROC step that defines the application that will operate on the dataset. Some of the pro-
 procedures available in base SAS software are a sort routine, a routine to compute frequency and a routine to develop means and correlation data. It also offers a full complement of tools for statistical analysis including procedures for regression analysis, analysis of variance, categorical data analysis, multivariate and discriminate analysis, clustering and scoring.

The optional components of SAS, available under a complicated licensing schedule, provide users with high-quality graphics capabilities, economic analysis features, interactive query and editing functions, letter writing capabilities and spreadsheet functions. Other optional add-ons include an operations research module, a component to help in developing statistical quality control applications and a function that allows users to share data through multiple access and concurrent update capabilities.

The system also provides interfaces to most popular DBMS' including IBM's IMS/VS, DB2 and SQL/DS, Oracle Corporation's Oracle, Cullinet Software's IDMS/R, Computer Associates' DATA.COM/DB and a direct link to SAS Institute's own SYSTEM 2000 DBMS. One of the chief attributes of SAS is that it is easy to use. It is widely praised by non-technical end users for its user friendliness; yet, it is accepted by professional programmers, as well. The SAS language is a powerful tool to build applications that translate data into meaningful information.

University Presence

SAS is well represented among the colleges and universities of the country. It is one of the most popular software packages at the Homewood Computing Facility that supports the faculty and staff of Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, MD. In addition to SAS, the Homewood facility, which serves as an information center for hundreds of researchers and administrators, supports SPSS-X, the IMSL Library of FORTRAN routines, and dozens of other mainframe and microcomputer products. The center runs three mainframes: an IBM 3081 under VM/CMS, a VAX computer under VMS and an AT&T 3B4000 under UNIX.

According to Susan J. Slaughter, Sciences Computing Coordinator, SAS is used primarily as a tool for scientific research, statistical analyses, data management and graphics. In addition to the base system, Johns Hopkins licenses SAS/ETS, a library of 15 procedures designed for use by statisticians involved in business planning and modeling. It also licenses SAS/FSP (Full Screen Product), that provides procedures for entering, editing and browsing for data. It also has SAS/GRAPH, an option that provides color graphics on a variety of terminals, plotters and printers. The University has plans to implement SAS/AF, an application development facility for building front-end menus for SAS applications.

Since the Homewood Computing Facility supports both SAS and SPSS-X, Slaughter is often asked which is better. Her reply is that SPSS-X is a good statistical package for people who already know SPSS. "For people starting from scratch, however, I suggest starting with SAS. It is bigger and has features that are potentially useful such as supporting relational databases. The University may be adding SQL/DS in the future, making that feature more important. There are a few features that are easy in SAS — such as combining datasets — that are more difficult in SPSS," she notes.

No Automatic Cross Field Validation

The Full Screen Product feature is good but Slaughter wishes SAS would provide for a way to do automatic cross field validation. "Although it's easy enough to write a SAS program that checks cross field validation after the data entry is completed, I would like to have it flag invalid entries at the time the data is entered," she says. According to a spokesperson at SAS Institute, this capability is scheduled to be included in the next major release for mainframes and is already implemented in the PC and UNIX versions of the SAS System (Version 6).

SAS plays a prominent role at the California Department of Labor and other state agencies. Raymond G. Fredericks, a technical consultant with the Employment Development Department in Sacramento, reports that SAS is used by more than 300 people in a variety of applications, often using SAS/AF, the interactive application building feature of the product. Several hundred users at the California Bureau of Labor Statistics use SAS on an Amdahl 3090 under MVS and an IBM 3090 under VM/CMS.

Statisticians use SAS to extract data from a range of other systems, run statistical analyses, produce tables and, with SAS/GRAPH, generate charts. SAS/GRAPH includes map datasets which the department uses to generate maps of state job service offices. The department also takes advantage of the SAS/SHARE option that allows dozens of users concurrent access to centralized information.

Many companies use the statistics and graphics capabilities of SAS in support of their capacity planning efforts. Most of the leading capacity planning and modeling programs have hooks to SAS. With the release of the SAS/CPE Starter Set, SAS Institute offers a more direct way to use SAS for capacity planning and evaluation. SAS/CPE, available for OS/MVS, is a menu-driven system for evaluating SMF and RMF data. It combines many of SAS's data management, analysis and reporting tools.

The SAS System and its options are available on an annual license basis only. After the first year, renewal licenses are discounted 25 to 50 percent. Deep discounts for educational organizations are offered. Licenses are graduated according to machine classes for mainframes and minicomputers. Pricing is complicated. There are six categories of IBM mainframes — from the 9370-20 to the 3090-600E — and similar classes for minicomputers, as well. A license for a base system for an IBM 3090 600E is $15,000. Each option is then priced similarly. Contact the vendor for specific prices for specific configurations because not all options are available for all configurations. Versions of SAS are available for IBM and compatible mainframes (running under DOS/VSE, VM/CMS, MVS/SP and MVS/XA), IBM microcomputers and compatibles (DOS and PS/2), and minicomputers from DEC VAX (under VM), Prime (under PRIMOS), Data General (under AOS/VS), Sun Microsystems (under Sun OS) and Hewlett-Packard (under HP-UX).

For more information, contact SAS Institute Inc., SAS Circle, Box 8000, Cary, NC 27512-8000, (919) 467-8000.
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most existing systems will continue. In some cases, the rate of change will probably be accelerated since additional staffing has been added to work on the backlog of changes. The overhead factor will probably also continue to increase as already complex programs continue to be modified.

While none of these factors is absolute or totally convincing, each provides a small indicator of what to expect in the future. While I still need to plan for major new systems that are being developed, I can see that in this particular environment, enhancements and expansion of existing systems constitute the largest share of my growth.

Capacity planning involves more than just planning new hardware requirements. The effective capacity planner will understand the nature of the work in his or her system, how it is growing and why. Capacity plans need to evolve from a background founded not only on major new workloads but on growth patterns built around the nature of the organization, its structure and plans. The need to work with business forecasts and estimates for newly designed systems will continue. When this is done, remember that you are always adding these elements of growth to established systems. Unless you understand the underlying nature of these systems and the historical causes of their growth, you are likely to make assumptions about the projected environment that will not be realistic.

With the type of solid, innovative, common-sense management that exists at Carolina Steel, VSE users should be able to continue to offer their organizations efficient and cost-effective information systems processing for years to come.

This system will capture all of the knowledge about our operations and decrease the number of questions that we have to answer on a ongoing basis. By giving our staff easy access to that knowledge, we hope to increase our efficiency and effectiveness even more," Rice says.

This project is underway now, but is not expected to be completed for at least another year.

Sticktuitivity Pays Off

As a group, DOS users represent IBM’s largest single user base. There are few, if any, indications that their number is decreasing - some even say it is growing.

Due to their collective rational stubbornness, it now appears that IBM has little choice but to continue to offer these users a fairly high level of support.

Will that mean lots of new and exciting enhancements for VSE? Probably not; but, who really cares? VSE offers a stable, tested environment and there is a lot to be said for that.

Ted C. Keller is the manager of a group responsible for CICS systems support, performance management and capacity planning at Yellow Freight System, Inc., 10990 Roe Ave., Overland Park, KS 66211, (913) 345-3274. He has worked in various data processing jobs for more than 21 years.
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Q Please advise on dataset naming conventions for an MVS/XA environment with no tape or DASD management system in place. The datasets (VSAM, BDAM, Partition and Sequential) will be from several vendors. I would like to keep the number of ALIAS and ICF user catalogs down to a minimum.

A I assume you are chiefly concerned with high-order qualifiers. If you are new to MVS, forget everything you ever learned about arbitrary 44-character dataset names. All datasets, other than temporaries with system created names, must be cataloged and must have systematic names: a one-to-eight character, high-level qualifier ("prefix") chosen from a restricted set of names maintained in the Master Catalog, followed by at least one additional one-to-eight character strings, separated by periods. The first character of each chunk must be alphabetic; the others may be a mixture of alphabets, numerics and "national characters." The U.S. national characters are "$", "#" and "@". The Master Catalog entry for the high-level qualifier is an ALIAS pointer to the user catalog in which the actual dataset pointers are maintained. Datasets with the SYS1 prefix, catalogs and a few other system-defined datasets are the only ones cataloged directly in the Master Catalog.

If your installation has existing "natural" codes denoting organizational units (such as AR for accounts receivable, FAC for facilities and so on) or three-or-four character department numbers that begin with scattered letters, these might form the nucleus of your naming convention. A system I have seen that worked well combined the department code (one letter, two digits), the person's initials (three letters) and one character for multiple LOGONs or for uniqueness, giving a seven-character user name for TSO, the JCL USER parameter and as a high-level qualifier. Thus, all USER datasets had numerics in positions two and three. Production datasets were distinguished by having alphabetics in at least one of these positions. For example, J.P. Wilson in accounts payable (department F23) might have a USER-ID of F23JWP1. A production dataset in billing (department F47) using the BILLPAK application package might be called QBF47.PROD.BILLPAK.NAMELIST (the QB is arbitrary, assigned to billing's applications to ensure a uniform distribution throughout the alphabet of high-level qualifiers; the PROD qualifier obviously should not come first).

These considerations come to mind.

• Tape dataset names should be restricted to 17 characters and should not contain national characters if they are to be ANSI-interchangeable.

• Be positioned for system-managed storage by having key attributes associated with high-level qualifiers. Read the SMS overview manuals to understand the class structure and follow it as much as makes sense.

• The person responsible for catalog maintenance should be the only person allowed update access to the Master Catalog (of course, that person should have at least two backups from different departments). That person should have a good understanding of the distribution of high-level qualifiers to user catalogs and be the one to assign the arbitrary qualifier names for new ALIASes.

• If you are using RACF or another access control system based on dataset entries, make doubly sure to avoid clustered names if generic profiles are not used. There is a natural tendency to load up on the letter "S" because of the SYS1 prefix. You should thus avoid naming your SMF archive datasets something like SMFXXXYY.abcd. Concentrated name-space in a busy catalog might lead to excessive CI and CA splits as well.

• Keep your Master Catalog as compact as possible with only essential system datasets and ALIAS pointers in it. The more catalogs, the smaller risk of major problems if any one breaks; and the less need for ugly protracted splits under-gun when everyone agrees that a catalog is too big. At any rate, follow pooling principles to keep each catalog with its datasets. Watch for I/O hot spots on catalog volumes and be ready to split whenever a catalog appears to be contributing to key applications' delay.

Qualifiers below the high level for non-production datasets should follow default TSO naming conventions in the absence of a good reason to the contrary. See the JCL Reference under the DD statement for your level of MVS for further information on dataset names.

(Answer provided by Steve Samson, Candle Corporation, Los Angeles, CA)

Q My shop runs VM/HPO 5 with three VSE/SP guests, all 40MB VAE with CICS1 on VSE1 and CICS2 on VSE2. CICS1 and CICS2 have sub-second response time with VSE1 having a higher priority over VSE2. We attempted to remove VSE2 and ran CICS1 and CICS2 on VSE1 but had to put CICS2 back to VSE2 because CICS2 response time was two minutes on average. I thought the fewer guest machines I had on VM the better performance I'd get. CICS2 has SQL on it. Is it better to have two guests or one? The CPU is a 4381-14.

A Lots of possibilities. The 4381-14 is a dual processor but you will have both CICS* on the same processor when using one VSE but you could be using different processors with separate VSE guests. CICS2 could have been inadvertently placed below other partitions (besides CICS1) in the single VSE1 case. If memory, as viewed by the VSE page manager, as opposed to the real memory known to VM, is over committed, the VSE guest could be paging even to the extreme of deactivating the CICS2. It is better to have fewer guests than more, especially when the guests are the same operating system (as in this case) because you will have fewer copies of the VSE Supervisor, VTAM, POWER and so on occupying memory. In other words, the real storage working set will be less.


Q What is a good method of cancelling or aborting batch programs in VSE?

A A job can always be cancelled by an operator with a "CANCEL xx" or "F xx" (POWER spooling flush command) where 'xx' is the partition ID. If you want an application program to cancel itself, these Assembler language macros are available to do this and could be easily packaged into callable subroutines for other languages:

CANCEL — Cancel DOS/VSE job without a memory dump
DUMP — Cancel the job step only with a dump
JDUMP — Cancel the DOS/VSE job step with a dump and bypass additional steps in the job.

Note that the CANCEL command and macro and the JDUMP macro do not affect other DOS/VSE jobs which might be packaged in the same POWER spooling $JOB. This may or may not be suitable in each situation. There is no macro equivalent of the "F" operator command.

(Answer provided by Ben Moyle, BI Moyle Associates, Inc., Minneapolis, MN)
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Announcing Goal Systems' Spring VSAM Class Series

This class concentrates on VSAM (including DL/I and IMS VSAM) files, dataspace allocation and monitoring techniques which will assist in optimizing overall system performance. Techniques covered allow accurate tracking and effective tuning of VSAM files. This is a "how to tune" class designed for the practitioner. A brief Goal Systems' VSAM product line overview will follow the instruction.
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Classes are provided at no charge
PRODUCT UPDATE

BLOCKADE Provides New Layer Of Network Access Security

Xenos Computer Systems, Inc. (Markham, Ontario, Canada, 800-387-9781) has released BLOCKADE, a software solution to the security problems inherent with dial-up terminals. BLOCKADE is an MVS/VTAM Network access security program that provides extended user verification for non-secured terminals (dial-up or dedicated). It also provides security administrators with complete access control facilities directly from their TSO sessions as well as an exhaustive audit trail through the use of SMF facilities.

For more information CIRCLE #200 on the Reader Service Card

OPMAN Now Supports Unattended Operations For MVS/ESA

Compucept (Morgan Hill, CA, 408-778-2011) recently announced MVS/ESA support in Release 2.5 of its operations management product OPMAN. OPMAN statistics on MVS operator activity allow managers to set and track performance standards, justify tape-to-cartridge conversion, remove operational bottlenecks, increase throughput and more. In addition to ESA support, the new release introduces an ISPF interface for ease of use, new management reports and a link to automation software products. OPMAN’s self-automating features enable it to comply with unattended project requirements.

For more information CIRCLE #201 on the Reader Service Card

DB/AUDITOR Enables DBAs to Easily Produce Audit Reports

Systems Center, Inc. (formerly VM Software, Inc., Reston, VA, 703-264-8000) recently announced DB/AUDITOR. DB/AUDITOR is said to be a complete auditing tool for DB2 that enables DBAs, security analysts and auditors to quickly and easily produce comprehensive audit reports. It simplifies the process of extracting audit data from Systems Management Facilities (SMF) files to produce a series of standard audit reports that consist of: unauthorized access attempts, attempted read/writes, authorization change activity, GRANT/REVOKE activity, audit summary, plan management and utility access.

For more information CIRCLE #202 on the Reader Service Card

CICS DUMP BUSTER Introduced

International Business Information Systems (New Orleans, LA, 504-897-3367) has just introduced CICS DUMP BUSTER, a product to manage and analyze CICS transaction and storage violation dumps. It provides three basic functions: the reduction of printed output, the reduction or complete elimination of debugging time and the archival and retrieval of dumps. CICS DUMP BUSTER is currently available for MVS.

For more information CIRCLE #203 on the Reader Service Card

BARR/SNA RJE (TRN) Is A First

Barr Systems, Inc. (Gainesville, FL, 800-227-7797) unveiled what is said to be the only product for PC-to-mainframe communications using SNA multiple session RJE on a direct Token Ring connection. The product, BARR/SNA RJE (TRN), uses the Token Ring connection for fast throughput at 4MB or 16MB per second and high-speed printing up to 6,000 lines per minute. The PC becomes a convenient departmental JES workstation for local printing, remote job entry and batch submission of files from a LAN to the mainframe.

For more information CIRCLE #204 on the Reader Service Card

Impact Analysis Pinpoints Workload Contention

Candle Corp. (Los Angeles, CA, 213-207-1400) announced the availability of Version 695 of OMEGAMON for MVS and DEXAN for MVS. This version of the performance monitor introduces Impact Analysis for MVS which determines the specific contentions between workloads. It determines to what degree various workloads on a system are interfering with each other and it shows end users specifically which workloads are using the computer resources the impacted workload needs. With a few simple keystrokes, users can quickly see who is specifically causing the impact and why.

For more information CIRCLE #205 on the Reader Service Card

AutoMate/MVS & AutoMate/XC Updated

LEGENT Corp. (formerly Duquesne Systems, Inc. and Morino Associates, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, 412-323-2600) announced the availability of AutoMate/MVS and AutoMate/XC Release 2.0. AutoMate/MVS host-based automated operations software and AutoMate/XC, its PC component, are rule-based products which simplify console operations allowing large MVS data processing centers to automate operating procedures, enhance the operator/system interface, control and manage remote systems. Release 2.0 of AutoMate/MVS includes the Open Interface for VTAM which provides a bi-directional interface for monitoring, managing and reacting to any information supplied in any full-screen VTAM-based application regardless of vendor.

For more information CIRCLE #206 on the Reader Service Card

MHtran-2 Translator Supports COBOL '85

Prince Software Products’ (Mahwah, NJ, 201-934-0022) latest release of MHtran-2 is designed to support ANSI COBOL ‘85 as implemented in Release 3 of IBM’s VS COBOL II compiler. MHtran-2 is a systems software product that automatically converts OS/VS COBOL ('68 & '74) to VS COBOL II. It is designed to operate in all MVS environments and supports Panvalet, Librarian, IDMS, IMS and more. Ease-of-use features like on-line access and menu-driven operation is said to ensure maximum programmer productivity.

For more information CIRCLE #207 on the Reader Service Card

DCSS/Manager Simplifies VM DCSS Management

The Adesse Corp. (Danbury, CT, 203-790-9473) has announced the availability of Release 1.6 of its DCSS/Manager. DCSS/Manager is said to dramatically simplify the management of discontiguous saved segments by addressing the major weaknesses of their current implementation thereby eliminating SYSGENs and SHUTDOWNs, enhancing control and management functions as well as human factors and user friendliness. DCSS/Manager now supports AUTOFIT and is operational under VM/SP Release 6.

For more information CIRCLE #208 on the Reader Service Card

Sterling Standards Monitor Analyzes DASD Management

Sterling Software’s (Rancho Cordova, CA, 916-635-5535) Sterling Standards Monitor aids in reviewing and analyzing DASD storage environments. It is a menu-driven, interactive system that provides the storage administrator with a complete DASD environmental analysis including recommendations for dataset naming conventions, DASD pool structure and catalog organization.

For more information CIRCLE #209 on the Reader Service Card

VSAM-LITE Supports Managed-SAM Files

Universal Software, Inc. (Brookfield, CT, 203-792-5100) has announced Release 1.7 of VSAM-LITE, its automatic VSAM file compression package for the VSE/SP operating environment. Release 1.7 of VSAM-LITE provides the capability to compress Managed-SAM files in addition to ESDS and KSDS datasets. It also includes an improved method for managing VSAM-LITE files in multiple CPU and VSE environments.

For more information CIRCLE #210 on the Reader Service Card
SAS Institute Inc.
SAS Institute Inc., the nation's largest privately owned software company, is looking for creative people who want to contribute their ideas and talents to our development team. We have the following positions open in our Cary headquarters:

VM Systems Support Manager
You will lead and contribute expert systems programming skills to the VM systems support group. Duties include establishing group objectives, priorities, and training; planning, scheduling, and coordinating the implementation of VM hardware and software changes; evaluating, installing, maintaining, enhancing, modifying, monitoring and tuning the performance of IBM® and OEM vendor software; and assisting users with technical problems and maintaining working relationships with the user community. Applicants must have a bachelor's degree in computer science or a related field, or equivalent experience; five to seven years' VM systems programming experience, including system problem diagnosis, system internals, system generation, program product installation, and system monitoring and tuning; experience supervising and developing technical professionals; and the ability to plan, schedule and coordinate software and hardware changes for a complex VM environment. Experience with VM/XA, computer networking, other operating systems, and the SAS® System desirable. (#998A)

Senior Systems Developer
You will migrate micro-to-host communication services from the DOS to the OS/2 environment and research, design, and implement LAN services to support distributed applications. Applicants must have a bachelor's degree in a related field or equivalent experience; five years' experience with communications software support and development; experience in the following areas: IBM 3270 data stream, 3270 emulation interfaces, asynchronous communication protocols, and protocol converter knowledge; and experience or interest in the following: OS/2, NETBIOS, LAN operating systems, and IEEE 802.2/803.3/802.5 protocols. (#1036)

If you are looking for a challenge, send your resume, including the position number to:
SAS Institute Inc.
Department MFR050189
Box 8000
Cary, NC 27512

We also have other development positions available. For details, write to the above address.

SAS is a registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC 27512.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines.
SAS Institute is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
EOE M/F/H/V

Are You Keeping Up with 1989 Salary Increases?

Just Published—FREE!

Our new Salary Survey is the best way you can keep up with new trends in compensation, technical developments that impact careers, computer career planning and more.
The Survey reviews the latest salaries and career paths for more than sixty computer job functions and experience levels. Specifically, you'll learn about which computer careers offer the most salary and career potential; how to assess your current position; what you can do to avoid career dead-ending and the six steps to computer management.

Call 1-800-432-4473, ext. 124
(In Canada call: 416/977-7957)
Call anytime 7 days a week for your free copy. Or, write P.O. Box 7571, Department NKO, San Mateo, CA 94403-7571 (If you write to request a copy, please include your position title.)

CICS PROFESSIONALS · MAJOR DEVELOPMENT

O'Connor O'Connor Lordi, Ltd., an Executive Search Firm, has been retained by a major Pittsburgh-based Corporation to carry out an extensive talent search for top calibre CICS professionals. Our Client's Executive Committee has appropriated a multi-million dollar capital improvement budget structured to assure the successful development of this centerpiece organization.

Due to their rapidly expanding business base and the scope of this major development, our Client is seeking leading professionals who will provide technical expertise for the design and development required to implement the architecture of a futuristic Trust Accounting System. These individuals must desire a challenge and the opportunity to work in a creative team environment.

Qualified candidates must possess a minimum of 2 years experience with CICS Command Level (COBOL) programming and 2 years analysis/design on a large scale CICS application development in an online environment. Your candidacy will be greatly enhanced with proven skill in some of the following: VSAM; Basic Mapping Support; TSO/ISPF; and OS JCL/Utilities.

Knowledge and/or experience in the following is a plus: MVS; DB2; BAL; Financial Systems Development; Librarian; DOS JCL; IBM Operating Systems; and FOCUS.

Our Client offers competitive compensation and benefits package, relocation assistance, and most importantly, the opportunity to create a piece of tomorrow. Positions are located in Pittsburgh, PA.

For confidential consideration, please send resume or directly contact:
Kathy Englert, Program Manager
O'CONNOR O'CONNOR LORDI, LTD.
600 N. Bell Avenue, Suite 216
Carnegie, PA 15106
(412) 276-5070
Fax #: (412) 276-8538

For your convenience, phone calls will be accepted:
Monday-Friday 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
and Monday evening until 6:00 p.m.

All fees are assumed by Client Company.
Compuware Corporation

Compuware Corporation is an international leader in the data processing industry with professional services and software products in use at more than 4,500 data centers worldwide. One of the largest privately owned data processing companies, Compuware ranks among the world’s largest systems software providers.

Compuware Corporation was founded in 1973 when its three founders set out to provide professional services to help people do productive things with their computers. Peter Karmanos, Jr., Tom Thewes and Al Cutting began by marketing computer professionals from an office in Southfield, Ml. Their growing technical expertise soon provided a staffing resource skilled in most programming languages and capable of helping clients utilize hardware and software systems. Gross revenues for that first fiscal year were $300,000.

Today, Compuware’s Professional Services Division offers a range of services including total project management, analysis and design, systems software support, systems and applications programming, database design and program conversion implementation.

As its productivity expertise continued to grow, Compuware developed a family of software products. The first software product, Abend-AID, introduced in 1977, was a breakthrough in program abend analysis, telling the programmer what happened, where in the program it happened and providing essential supporting information in a concise, accessible format. In the past ten years, Abend-AID has become one of the most widely-used programmer productivity tools in the IBM mainframe environment.

File-AID is a comprehensive, menu-driven product that allows quick, secure access to data without programming, regardless of the access method or file organization. CICS Abend-AID frees programmers from the tedious, repetitive task of dump analysis. It is designed to intercept, analyze and provide expert system diagnostics for all CICS transaction abends. CICS Abend-AID analyzes the problem, determines the cause and recommends solutions to the problem. All diagnostics are immediately available, online, in a concise and easy-to-understand format.

CICS dBUG-AID is an interactive testing and debugging system that combines full screen source-editor characteristics with the comprehensive testing facilities required by the unique CICS environment. It can also improve programmer productivity, reduce testing time, improve production maintenance and increase overall CICS availability and integrity.

CICS Playback eliminates the problems associated with putting CICS systems into production. CICS Playback is a CICS transaction driver that allows repeatable, objective testing (at both low and high volumes) of any form of CICS application — without the use of a terminal network. It provides facilities to recover production transactions, estimate the impact of changes in transaction volumes or terminal network size and enhance Help Desk facilities.

In 1978, Compuware established an Educational Resources Division to provide a resource for high quality technical education. The company offers instruction for data processing professionals at all levels of technical expertise and now trains more than 4,500 professionals each year. Compuware employs full-time instructors to train at the company’s Training Center, on the customer’s premises or by using an extensive series of video modules.

In 1985, Compuware introduced two vertical market products: Printer’s Plus and Compuware’s Law Office Information System. Printer’s Plus was developed as a productivity tool for the quick printing industry and handles routine tasks such as sales reports, accounts receivable, job estimating, customer identification and miscellaneous bookkeeping.

Compuware’s Law Office Information System was designed to support the legal profession and is made up of five software modules that may be purchased separately or as a group. The modules currently available are Timing and Billing, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, General Ledger and Docket Control.

In Compuware’s 15 years of existence, the company has become an organization of more than 850 people. Compuware now has its headquarters in Farmington Hills, MI, seven branch offices in the United States, operations in Europe and sales agents throughout the world.

The company’s gross revenues for fiscal year 1988 were $86 million with projections of $115 million for fiscal year 1989. The steady growth of Compuware has been the result of realistic planning and a careful balancing of resources to assure the highest levels of customer service.

Karmanos believes that Compuware’s growth and profit are the measure of how well the company serves its clients.

“We are in the business to serve clients. We are competitive but we are not in business to put other companies out of business. We produce satisfied customers by providing expertise and quality services and products. That is why Compuware is successful,” Karmanos concludes. ⚫

Vendor Profile is a regular forum whereby a vendor is given the opportunity to introduce the company and its products to MAINFRAME JOURNAL readers.
Space, the Final Frontier

If any of your users need to crunch big spreadsheets, they will soon find themselves exhausting the normal complement of PC memory and coveting one or more expansion memory boards. The recent run-up in RAM chip prices, unfortunately, makes scratching this particular itch a good deal more expensive than it once was. Each such expansion memory board, if it is fully populated with RAM chips, can easily cost more than the basic machine it fits in.

Picking Up the Check

When the totals are all run, just the hardware and software cost of supporting personal productivity applications on mainframe-linked micros turns out to be a step function with an increment of roughly $4,000 per user. As I have pointed out, it is always possible to spend more.

Headcount

However, hardware and software aren’t the end of the story. PCs are not mainframes and the PC hardware and software environments are not especially similar to those on the big iron. Anyone bringing in lots of PCs, therefore, also takes on the necessary burden of either training some existing staff to be PC people or hiring some existing PC people to provide the support the user community will expect and deserve.

I should point out here that these needed new troops are not to be confused with trainers. All users, on whatever size machine, have to be trained to use personal productivity tools when first introduced to them. PCs and mainframes come out even in this respect.

New Faces, New Jobs

What I refer to, instead, are genuine PC technical support staffers. These people have many duties in PC-intensive organizations. A partial list includes: assembling new PCs, installing add-in hardware in new and existing PCs, formatting and configuring hard disks, installing PC software packages and subsequent updates, establishing and monitoring standards for file subdirectory organization, establishing and monitoring backup and data security procedures, diagnosing hardware failures, assisting users who suffer hardware (especially hard disk) failures, recovering inadvertently deleted data files and improving user interfaces by writing PC-DOS batch command files or comparable instructions for a commercially available piece of “shell” software.

This personnel component of corporate PC use is actually the submerged part of the iceberg in terms of total cost. The PC hardware costs I explored earlier at least have the saving grace that they do not need to be paid out again each year. People, though, have ongoing salary requirements and the clock keeps running.

Quantity Discount

What is the mainframe-based alternative? If your users already have mainframe workstations, you can provide them with equal or better personal productivity functions for just the price of the appropriate mainframe packages. This sum will be equivalent to just a handful of the micro-based setups previously described. Your mainframe, of course, can handle far more than a handful of users.

Increments

True, the hardware bill cannot be said to be precisely zero. Users will consume additional mainframe resources (CPU time, I/O operations, main memory space) when using personal productivity tools and these things do not come free. As this usage adds itself to the background represented by your normal processing load, it will make its own contribution to your occasional need for system enhancements and upgrades.

But even after factoring in a pro rata share of such costs, mainframe personal productivity tools are still a bargain. From a performance standpoint, the use pattern for such tools is that they are invoked sporadically, at need. You may provide hundreds of users with access to these tools without needing to worry that everyone will be using them intensively every hour of your business day.

Staff

Support will be similarly “time-shared” as an incremental duty for existing staff. End users won’t have to be acclimated to unfamiliar keyboards and operating system interfaces. Product upgrades can be installed once, centrally, by staffers who already know how to do mainframe software installs and upgrades. There will be no need to chase around updating software levels, one at a time, on dozens or hundreds of PCs.

Conclusion

For the small user, even many medium users, mainframe computing power and cost may not be justifiable for any application. In these cases, microcomputers may be the only platforms that can support needed personal productivity tools.

Where a mainframe already exists, however, the advantages of employing it as the platform of choice for personal productivity applications are overwhelming by all economic measures.

Your PC Workstation... Can it?

- Design online & batch applications
- Generate Cobol programs & compile
- Prototype, execute, debug, & maintain

Call 800-336-2432 for information about:

MAGEC®
“A Better Way To Develop Better COBOL Applications”

MAGEC Software™ • P. O. Box 260319 • Plano, TX 75026
800-DD-MAGEC • 214-248-0823 • (Canada) 416-841-0206

VSE • MVS • VM/CMS • PC

CIRCLE #99 on Reader Service Card
Paying The PC Piper

The advantages of employing a mainframe as the platform of choice for personal productivity applications are overwhelming economically.

By F. Thomas Cox

You never get a second chance to make a first impression. This old chestnut assumes that good first impressions are an unmixed blessing. Actors know better than most that even a good first impression, if it resists change too much, can eventually be a curse — it’s called typecasting.

Second Impressions

However, nothing, not even the mind of a Hollywood producer, is entirely immovable. Ann-Margret, Tuesday Weld and Farrah Fawcett each, in her turn, graduated from the ranks of sweet young things to the much more exclusive status of serious actress. In like fashion, Japanese automakers segued, over time, from an image of ultra-low price to one of ultra-high quality — which commands a premium price.

Coming now to the point of all this impressionism, it is fair to state that personal computers are in a sort of early Japanese car period — they embody the popular notion of low-cost computing. There is such a strong tendency to believe in the cheapness of PC-based computing solutions, in fact, that they do not always receive proper economic scrutiny. Mainframe users, in particular, should always run the numbers to be sure certain computing applications aren’t being “typecast” in costly ways.

The Players

No one can realistically claim that one type of computer is always better than another for some purpose. But PCs, nonetheless, are strongly identified with certain personal productivity applications. Word processing, spreadsheet computation, database management, asynchronous telecommunication and pop-up personal organizers are the five that seem to make up the vast majority of PC work in corporate settings. So strongly are all but the database management application identified with PCs, that many user organizations fail to appreciate that there even are other implementation options. This applies, in particular, to the use of mainframe software for personal productivity applications.

If introducing the notion of mainframes into this discussion sounds peculiar, it shouldn’t. I can show that mainframes offer many advantages, especially economic advantages, in the personal productivity sphere. It doesn’t damage my case to acknowledge that no one is likely to purchase a mainframe exclusively for the purpose of supporting such applications. The crux of my argument is that it applies to the established mainframe user organization rather than the mom-and-pop store.

Marginal Notes

In general, the economic case for mainframe personal productivity tools is one of demonstrating a basis of marginal cost for the acquisition of more than marginal utility. As a mainframe user, you already have all the hardware needed to support these additional functions without new outlays for micros, interface cards and other paraphernalia. You can add personal productivity tools as “icing” to a mainframe “cake” that you originally “baked” for other reasons.

Down the Slippery Slope

What happens if impressions overrule economics and your mainframe shop elects to use microcomputers for personal productivity applications? First, you have to buy micros for every user who is to benefit. Even bare-bones Taiwanese PC-XT clones will set you back $1,000 apiece.

Corner Not To Cut

It is possible to buy cheaper clones but only by leaving out the hard disk drives. No one with any regard for a continued career should consider making users run five different sizable applications on floppy-only PCs. Constantly swapping floppy disks in and out gets old very fast. However, the use of a hard disk also demands that each user be equipped with a good hard disk backup program. This requirement adds another $100 to the running total.

Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow

Of course, what I have said so far assumes that yesterday’s PC-DOS technology will be adequate for your needs over the next several years. The capability of graduating to the upcoming OS/2 applications, when they appear, may also be important to you. Most large organizations seem to think so. In this case, the basic tariff becomes the $1,500 or more per unit needed to acquire PC-AT clones. These are the least expensive units having the more advanced 80286 microprocessor needed to run the new generation OS/2 software.

Soft Ware, Hard Price

Then there is the cost of micro-based personal productivity software. Even at discount prices, it can easily cost $1,000 per user to outfit each of them with copies of the leading spreadsheet, database and word processing programs. If asynchronous telecommunications and personal organizers are also on your to-do list, the tab goes up another $100 to $200 per head.

High Price for Cheap Seats

For an investment at or above $2,700 per supported user, then, you can offer basic functionality in all five major personal productivity application areas. Even so, many of your users will find that their PCs come in well short of any reasonable mark.

In particular, your users will be doing their PC computing entirely separate from their mainframe computing. This means you can’t even sell off your existing mainframe workstations to defray part of the PC expense. It also means that your existing mainframe users will now have both mainframe workstations and PCs gobbling up the surfaces of their desks.

F. Thomas Cox, Vice President of Marketing, Trax Softworks, Inc.
Data centers today are serious about automating their VSE operations. Most realize the system console is the logical first step. But what many don’t realize is that the solution for VSE console automation is already in use at hundreds of data centers worldwide.

**TOTAL MESSAGE CONTROL**

DOCS from SMARTECH Systems actually operates as the VSE console, which means you have total control of all console messages. And because DOCS is not dependent upon an online system, you always have access to multiple consoles, local or remote.

What’s more, with DOCS’ auto-reply capabilities, you can practically automate your entire system operation by responding to anticipated messages before they appear. You can pass CICS or VTAM commands from batch or even automate the system startup procedure.

Plus, DOCS’ message suppression and routing capabilities allow you to customize each console to display only the messages you require, eliminating messages that don’t need attention. You can even operate multiple VSE consoles and the VM operator console from one CRT — giving you a comprehensive console automation solution.

**AUTOMATING YOUR KEYSTROKES**

DOCS has a wealth of features to automate your keystrokes such as programmable function keys, multi-line input, automatic data insertion, last-line recall and screen recall. These features mean you accomplish more — *in less time.*

**INSTALLS IN JUST 30 MINUTES**

After a simple 30-minute installation without any customization, DOCS becomes an invaluable part of your operation.

So if you are looking for the secret to VSE console automation, find out what hundreds of our customers already know.

For more information on your console automation needs, call 1-800-53-SMART. (Outside the U.S., call 214/956-8324.)

SMARTECH SYSTEMS, INC.

10015 W. Technology Blvd., Dallas, TX 75220
FAX: 214/357-6338   Telex: 9102503110

International Representatives:

France:  Futurs Systemes et Technologies • Poitiers, France
Tel: 33-49-01-7374, FAX: 33-49-01-7351

Australasia:  Mycroft Systems, Ltd. • Auckland, New Zealand
Tel: 64-9-817-7673, FAX: 64-9-817-3640

United Kingdom:  Rendeck U.K. Ltd. • Essex, England
Tel: 44-0702-333055, FAX: 44-0702-333055

For additional international representative information, contact SMARTECH Systems, Inc.
FREE SEMINARS

SYSTEM MANAGED STORAGE PERSPECTIVES

For System Programmers • Storage Administrators
System Support Managers • Application Developers • Users

Seminar Topics:
- Understanding IBM’s System Managed Storage
  Planning, Features and Implementation of SMS
- The FDR System as the DASD Manager in your DFSMS™ Environment
- IAM-VSAM Performance and Data Compression; Improving CICS and
  Batch Throughput; Reducing DASD Storage Requirements

Location – Spring ’89
Washington, DC / May 9
New York City, NY / May 16
Boston, MA / May 17
Chicago, IL / May
Minneapolis, MN / May
Dallas, TX / June

Location – Fall ’89
Atlanta, GA
Detroit, MI
Orlando, FL
St. Louis, MO
Little Falls, NJ
CANADA
Montreal, Quebec
Ottawa, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario

Limited Seating: RSVP as soon as possible to reserve your seat.
Call (201) 890-7300 for specific dates and location preference.

INNOVATION
DATA PROCESSING

275 Paterson Avenue, Little Falls, NJ 07424-1658 • (201) 890-7300
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